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Abstract

This thesis deals with forward and inverse problems of ray tracing in the refracting

atmosphere. In the forward problem, a mathematical model of aEnospheric gravity wave

shells under a measurable condition of the atrnospheric temperature profile is developed.

Light rays of different initial angles are traced from the observe¡'s eyes through the

developed model of the atmosphere and the effects of ray bending are also discussed.

These ray paths can be used to predict the image fonnation which is perceived as a mirage

if distonion is present. The inverse problem involves determination of the atmospheric

temperature profile under an observed condition of multiple image mirages.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background

1.1 Introduction
T¡ansmission of images through a refracting atmosphere has been studied for more

than 400 years. The most imponant sæp in this process is to develop a mathematical model

for the ea¡th's atmosphere. In the past, many mathematical models of the atmosphere have

been developed by scientists, however these models are generally complicated to solve and

some of them only work for some special cases. In 1985, a simple but sufficient model of
the earth's atmospherel namely "Parabolic model for the optics of the atmospheric surface

layer" was developed by Professor Vr'. H. Lehn. In this model, the earth's atmosphere

consists of a small number of spherical shells which a¡e concentric with the earth's surface

as shown in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Concentric Spherical Shell Model



Each shell represents an isothermal surface and the temperature gradient with respect to

elevation is assumed to be constant within a layer (bet"veen two shells). In other words,

the atnospheric temperatue curve is approximated by piecewise linear temperature profile

and every point in this temperature profile represents an isothermal concentric shell. In two

dimensional cartesian coordinates, the earth's surface can be represented by

x2+(z+nBP =n!

where R¡ is the earth radius. Expansion of the above expression gives

-, 22 - x2- 2R¡ 2Rr'

Since we are only interested in a small range of z (less than 200 meters), the term z2l2Rs,is

quite small. Thus the ea¡th's surface equation can be approximated by parabolas as

follows:

Then concentric parabolic shells can be rep¡esented by

"=- x2 +h"--2(RE+Ð

where h is the elevation of the shell above the ea¡th's su¡face at x=0. Since h << Rs, h has

a very small contribution to the term (RE +h); therefore we can further approximate the

equation of a concentric parabolic shell as follows:

u2- 2R¡

z=-rft+ rr.

( 1.1)

(1.2)

Thus equations (1.1) and (1.2) can approximaæly represent a complete concentric spherical

shell model for the amosphere.

This thesis is considerd as an extension of Lehn's work to further improve the

accuracy of atmospheric model by inroducing atmospheric waves into his model of the

atmosphere. The study of atmospheric waves is one of the oldest studies in fluid
dynamics. In the early work on atrnospheric waves, photographs of clouds are the most

convincing evidence of "waves" in the atmosphere2. With improvement in science



technology, more advanced meteorclogical instruments have become available. In 1929, a

srudy of pressure fluctuations it B.itain2 proved that waves travel on density interfaces

within the atmosphere. With further improvement in pressure sensors, more i¡formation
about atmospheric waves such as their speed, direction and wave length is now available.

However, there still remains a large number ofwave models due to different hypotheses of
wave structures and the complexity of environment effects. ln this paper, a simple wave

model namely "gravity wave" is chosen to serve the computational purpose of ray tracing.

This new atmospheric model namely "Concentric Parabolic Gravity Wave Shell"

consists of a small number of concentric gravity wave shells. Each parabolic shell in

Lehn's model is replaced by a gravity wave shell. The equations representing these 
"vaves

are found by solving fundamental wave equations which are derived f¡om the laws of
thermodynamics, gas equations and motion equations of air molecules. The amplitude of
these graviry waves is a function of height which is largely dependent on the annospheric

temperature profile. More details of this model will be discussed later in the modeling

section.

1.2 Mirages and their causes

Consider the transmission of images though a refracting amosphere. If distonions

due to refracting effects occur du¡ing the transmission process then the images perceived

by observers are identified as mirages. The main cause of this distortion is due to the fact

that light rays are bent as a result of strong temperature gradient (the rate of change of
temperatue with respect to height). ln order to trace the path of a light ray, a series of
consecutive ray arcs are projected. The curvature of these ray arcs is directly proponional

to the temperature gradient, thus the stronger the temperature gradient, the greater the

refractive ray bending effecr

There are basically two types of mirages3 namely "inferior" and "superior" mirage.

These two types of mirages are created under two different atrnospheric tempeÍature

conditions. If the anaospheric temperature decreases with height, the refraction due to this

type of temperature causes inferior mi¡age. Under this condition, objects perceived by an

observer will appear lower than thei¡ actual elevation. This type of mirage is usually seen

in the desert when pools of water appear on the horizon; these a¡e actually portions of the

sþ, perceived lowered. In the case of the superior mirage, the aulosphere temperatr¡re

inc¡eases with height. This type of mirage is often found in the polar region, and northern



and southern mid-latitudes. Horizont¿l su¡faces then appear to be concave upward thus the

object perceived by the observer will appear higher.

In the two cases, if there exits an inflection point in their æmperanre profile, multiple

images of the object can be perceived by the obsewer at a certain disønce away between

the observe¡ and the object. Figure 1.2 shows a case of superior mirage with multiple

images at diffe¡ent distances. The multiple image case is more inte¡esti¡g to investigate,

therefore in this tïesis, we only consider the atmospheric model which has a temperature

profile with an inflection point-

Figure 1.2 Superior Mirage

1.3 Scope

In this paper, the forwa¡d and inverse problems of ray racing a¡e investigated and

implemented on digital computers. In the forwa¡d problem of ray tracing, fust a section of
modelling the e¿¡th's atmosphere is presented, followed by the sections that concern ray

tacing through the developed arnospheric model, imFlementations and rcsults. Finally, the

inverse problem of ray racing which utilizÊs an optimizåtion method namely "Rosenb'rock

Me¡hod of Rotati¡g Coordinates" is included

Temperatu:æ



Chapter 2
Modelling The Earth's Atmosphere

2.1 Gravity Waves
The term "intemal gravity wave" is generally used to describe the type of wave in which

the restoring force acting on the wave's elements is gravity. This terrn is sometimes

confused with "gravitaúonal wave" which is predicted by the theory of relativity, the¡efore

the term "buoyancy waves" is sometime used for this type of wave to avoid confusion.

Before going into mathematical details, it is convenient to define the symbols of commonly

used parameters. Table 2.1 defines va¡ious symbols and constants used in ttris thesis.

Symbol Deñnition Value Dimensions

Þ acceleration of gravity 9.81 m s-2

p 1/ specific gas consønt 0.00348 uKs"m-'

e constant 226x 10'6
3, -lmKg

p atmospheric pressure Nm-2

k ray curvature = 1/ radius m-l

RE ea¡th's radius 63?8 hn
p air density kg r¡-:

T air temperature UK

Table 2.1 Symbol Definitions



2.1.1 Elementary physics of internâl gravity wave

In this section, we will invesrigate the restoring force4 of a gravity wave which is the

buoyancy force exerted on a displaced air element in a stably stratified atmosphere.

zo*az

zo

0

Figure 2.1 Buoyancy Force on an Air Element

Consider an air element of mass m located at an elevation of z¡ . Let the density of air be

denoted by p. It has been known that air density is decreasing with height at a rate -dp/dz.

By the law ofphysics, the mass of ai¡ element can be expressed as follows

m=p(zo)v

where v is the volume of air element, considered fo¡ the moment to be fixed. If m is

displaced by a small disrance Â2, it will be subjected to a buoyancy force of

-0

rt= - 
"r 

¡z

acting to return m to zo . The differential equation describing the motion ofm is

- s(m,o- Í1..Á")= - c[ot"ol -(o<*l *So")]"

p{n)vff=cÐpu,

d,2a,z- g dP^-
dc - PQòE^"



The density gradient can be replaced by the temperature gradient, using the state equation

ßo
P= r'

Then

dP-nltdp- p ct'ì
dz '\T dz 7z ¿¡

but the equation for pressure in an aEnosphere situated in gravitational field is

do
7fi=- sor't

therefo¡e

#= Ê[u'.*oJ

The air element is not incompressible; its behavior is assumed adiabatic. This adds a

conection term4 to the buoyancy force, giving an equation of motion

#= +tg.Þe[r-{])a''
whe¡e

1, is the ratio of specific heats cn/c,.

This equation describes a harmonic oscillation in z direction with a frequency which is

known as Vaisala-Brunt (VB) frequency denoted by 0¡r:

,3=Ë(#.p'['tl),

'3=+L*.Ê') *
c, is the speed of sound.

(2.1.1)

where



2.1.2 Gravity wâve equation

Considering two dimensional propagation i¡ the x and z directions, a set of partial

differential equations describe the wave motion is derived f¡om fundamental wave

equations2 by Gossard a¡d Hooke as follows:

where

w is the z component of wave velocity

u is the x component of wave velocity

p(z) = p¡(z) + ( p1(z) + ...

Ç is a small ordering parameter proportional to ttre deviation from ze¡o

order state.

Taking the partial derivative of (2.1.3) w.r.t t gives

ôu_- I ðp

ôt Po A*

àw tào o

ât Þo Az 'Po

ð2* _ 1 a/apì c ap

a,'--p't\Ð-p.at'

Taking the partial derivative of (2.1.2) w.r.t x gives

a /a"\_ r ð2p

a. \t/- 
- 
P' a"' '

Taking the partial derivative of (2.1.4) w.r.t t gives

slql.¿làrì= o
a\axi at\azl

âp **ðpo _o 4*È1=o
ôt ðz âx òz

(2.1.2)

(2.1.3)

(2.r.4)

(2.1.s)

(2.1.6)

(2.t.7)

Substitute the partial derivative of p w.r.t t from (2.1.4) into (2.1.5) and eliminate u

between (2.1.6) and (2.1.7). Then we have the following set of partial differential

equations:



ð2* ,, a /ao\ o âon

- 
+ --L-l --:- | - --e- --l--: w = 0ðr2 Poat\a"/ po a" (2.1.8)

, ð'p a /ðw\
Po ¿,.2 ðt \ ðz i e.t.g)

These equations a¡e linear and homogeneous in the variables w and p, therefore the

following types of solutions are suggested:

rY = V¿" gi(kx - o)t)

P = P, ei(kx - tot)

where

w, and p" are functions of z only
k = 2ntL: wave number in the x direction

l, is the wave length

¡¡ = 2nlT : angular frequency

T is the time period.

Substitute these solutions into (2.1.9):

. Þo ôw'
Pz=l (ùï-.

k ðz (2.1.10)

Substitute these solutions into (2.1.8):

- o¡2 ei(kx-oD*,*13f",n"-toÌo,i- g apo w, ei(kx-oÐ = 0.
Po àtL ðz- ') Po ¿2

(2.1.11)

Substitute (2,1.10) into (2.1.11) and take partial derivative w.r.t t

ô2w"-,1 ðpoðw"*t2l_ g ôpo_orrl *" =0.ð22 Po ðz ðz or2 \ Po ¿2 I - 
Q.t.tz)

Recall

,.2- Eàp - g ðpo*--pt--p.t



Thus (2.1.12) becomes

^2â'w"* I ôpoâw,*k1luç_co2) w, =0.Az2 Po ð' Az o¡2' " (2.1.13)

This partial differential equation can be further simplified if

IaPo = -cr, (constant)
Po a'

(ie. ps varies exponentially with height pq = p, ea" ). Then we can transform variable w,

as follows.

l€t

W¿=s-o'5 dzwT ==s *"=/# *,.

Then

âw" - ,, fþ' aw, 
- t {P' ðPo w-ðz-Yps ðz 2n{*zðz"'

and

a2w' = nfl, alv, - {p, ðw" ôpo * 3 6 *- lapo.ì- r {p' l9p!.ìt *
ð22 - Y po ð., ^[pf A, ðz '4^[pot "'\ð, I 2 

^lpot 
f Ar¡ "''

Substitute into (2.1.13) and simplify to get

#.[Sr.* d [*er',J]*,=o

The quantity inside the square bracket is known as "venical wave number" denoted by

^,=#(,ú_o (,+g
Then (2.1.14) becomes

âfu" *nrw" =o
ò22

(2.1.r4)

(2. r.1s)

10

(2.t.16)



Depending on the value of n2, which we will assume to be a constant, W" will have

different forms of solution.

If n2 < 0 (say n = iy) then the solution of Wris

Wr= e'fz + e-'tz

Gravity waves' amplitudes are evanescent, dying off exponentially.

If n2 > 0 (say n = F) then the solution of W, is

Wt= ¿i\z 1¿-i$z

Gravity waves' amplitudes are oscillating with height.

The solution for the variable w is thus a simple plane wave:

* = n@y¿" ei(h-c¡t) .
vPo

2.2 Three Section Model
This model2 divides the eanh's atmosphere into three sections. It is chosen such that

temperature and density of the atrnosphere a¡e continuous within each section and as well

as at section boundaries. For simplicity, the wind factor will not be included and the

"vertical wave number" n is assumed to be constant within each section. Figue 2.2 shows

the three section model and the corresponding temperature profile.

H+AlI

H

Figure 2.2 Three Section Model and

T

Coresponding Temperature Curve

l1



From the equation of "vertical wave number" (2.1.15), the value of

I r apol'

VP'a')

is usually small, the¡efore the sign of n2 is largely dependent on the ¡atio of co¡ / ú) .

From the expression of <o5 (eq. l.l.l)above and the three section model temperature

gradients of figure 1, we can predict the value for the vertical wave number of each

section:

n?<o
n7> 0

n3 < 0.

Applying the gravity wave amplitude solution derived ea¡lier to this model, we have the

following solutions for each section. The notation has been changed: nl and n3 will now

rep¡esent the loots of -n12 ¡¡d -nS2 ¡espectively.

W3=Qs'n3z for z>H+ÀH

WZ=B' ¿in2z ¡gr¿-in2z for H<z<H+ÂH

Wl = At enÚ + A2 e-îrz for g<zcH

These solutions define a wave system which is evanescent in the upper and lower layers

satisfying the boundary conditions of

w(0) = 0
w("") = 0 '

Since W(0) = 0, the amplitude solution for section # I reduces to

Wr=ASinhnrz

Using the following relation

Dl cos x + D2 sin * = | {or - iD2) 6ix + }(Dr + iDz) e-ix = Er eü * E2 e-ix,

t2



the solution for section # 2 can be expressed as

-r D¡ I
Wz = Dr 

lcos 
nzz + ff sin nz zl .

The kinematic boundary condition requires continuiry in gravity wave amplitude. For

convenience, we ¡efer the solution in all sections to the wave amplitude at z=H, say WH.

Then the solution can be expressed as follows:

w,=w"(s@¡¡"J

wz = Wu lcos n2 (z-H) + A sin n2(z - H)]

ws = WH lcos (nz 

^H) 
+ A sin (n2 ÂH)] e-n¡[z - (H + ¡ rÐ] .

The dynamic boundary condition requires that the height derivatives of W¡ be continuous

across the section interfaces:

atz=H
n1 coth n1 H=n2A;

atz=H+^H

n2 A cos (nz ÂÐ - n2 sin (n2 ÅtI) = - n, [e sin (n2 

^H) 
+ cos (n2 ÁH) ] .

The coefficient A can be found from either dynamic boundary condition above:

^ nr coth n1H
n2

Thus the complete solution of gravity wave amplitude expressed in ærm of W¡¡

w' =wH(#!Àz-"h "J
'ü/z = v/H 

lcos 
(n2(z-n))+ S coth (n1H)sin (n2(z-H))]

ws = wH lrot 
(n2an) + S cotrr (n1H) sin(n2ÂH)] e-n'["-(s'¿H)] . e.2.r)

t3



These equations (2.2.1) define gravity wave amplinrdes as functions of elevation in thei¡

corresponding section.

2.3 Three Section Concentric Gravity Wave Shell model
In this model, the gravity wave is added to the concentric parabolic shell of læhn's

model. Recall the solution for graviry wave

W = r¡y'Z ei(b - ot) '

if we replace the time dependent variable t by a phase shift cx, and take only the real part of

x va¡iable, then the solution for gravity wave is simplified to

W=Wzcos(kx+q,).

Recall that this equation describes the vertical velocity of gravity wave in the atmosphere,

thus by performing integration, the solution for gravity wave positions can be obtained.

However, we will use this equation as the approximated equation for the gravity wave

position. The reasons that make this approximation possible a¡e as follows:

. Since this equation is exponential in the z di¡ection and sinusoidal in the x direction,

integration will simply reproduce exponential and sinusoidal terms

. The parameter values for the gravity waves such as cr, À, W¡¡ a¡e not known. We only

need the fomr of the function to build the gravity wave model for the atrnosphere

. Fo¡ the fint analysis of the problem, this approximation is sufficiently accurate.

To represent a concentric spherical gravity wave shell, the circula¡ term (which is
approximated by parabola) is added to the expression of gravity wave

W =W"cos (kx+cr,) - ** ft
¿ RE (2.3.1)

where W" is the amplitude of the gravity wave shell which is a function of elevation and

defined by three section gravity wave amplitude equations of (2.2.1). Figure 2.3 shows

the graph of the model for "three section concentric gravity wave shells" which was derived

from the wave equation of (2.3.1) with arbirarily chosen paramete¡s. ln this figure, the

solid lines represent the isothermal shells distorted by the gravity waves; the dotted lines

define the bounda¡ies of the three sections.

l4
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Figure 2.3 Three Section Concentric Gravity Wave Shells model
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Chapter 3
Ray Tracing

The law of geometrical optics states that in any constant mediunL light rays obey the law of
rectilinear propagation. However, in the case of mjrage, light rays certainly do not travel in

sraight line manner but rather in the form of curves. This chapter investigates the causes

of ray bending.

3.1 Ray Curvature
Consider a light ray that tavels in the "concentric gravity wave shell model" of the

aunosphere; the curvaturel of such ray is given by

k=Fldr,sine(S+Pg)
(3.1.1)

where

0,,,=lä"''u [,i&
0 is the angle between the light ray and the normal to the gravity wave shell.

po is the pressure of air at ground level.

From the expression of light ray curvature, k is directly proportional to temp€rature

gradient. When temperature gradient is strong, k is large thus the ray bending effect

becomes mo¡e evident, whereas, in the case of weak temperature gradient, the ray travels in

a nearly straight line as predicted by the law of geometrical optics. Figure 3.1 shows a

light ray travelling between gravity wave shells.
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Figure 3.1 A light ray travels between gravity wave shells

3.2 Ray Path
Ray paths are also approximated by parabolas of the form

z=ax2+bx+c.

Using the boundary conditions, we can determine the coefücients a, b and c as follows:

2 =24 dlx = 0 thus

c=24

tanQe=ff(x=O)=b.

the coeffrcient "a" is approximated as in the cæe of parabolic shells discuss ea¡lie¡:

14--;-
z1

where

r = l/k =¡adius of the ray arc.

Dlstqrcc (Km)
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Thus the equation of the ray path becomes

z=-fr*z+xtanOo+zo
(3.2. i)

whe¡e

z¿ is the initial elevation of tle ray arc (obsener eye's elevation) at x=0.

fo is the angle between light ray and the horizontal at x=0.

3.3 Flat Earth's Surface Model
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Figure 3.2 Flat earth's surface model

From the equations of gravity wave shell and ray path, we can simplify our

atlospheric model by flattening the eanh's su¡face mathematically. This is done by adding

to ttre previously developed equations the ¡mount of

Itt
DßIAfiCI

-x2
2Rs'
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Thus, the equation for gravity wave shell and ray path for "flat ea¡th's surface" model are:

Gravity wave shell

z=Wzcos(k+o)+h

"= f(+---J+xtanQe+ze

(3.3.1)

Ray path

(3.3.2)

Figure 3.2 shows the "flat earth's surface" model of gravity wave shells.

3.4 Ray Transition Between Gravity Wave Shells
The ray curvature value (eq. 3.1.1) is largely dependent on temperature gradient.

From the gravity wave shell model that we have seen ea¡lier, every point in x direction

between two gravity wave shells will have a diffe¡ent temperature gradient. In order to

complete a ray path, a series of consecutive parabolic ray arcs with small arc length are

projected to minimize the eÍor due to variation of temperanue gradient in x di¡e¡tion. At the

beginning of every ray arc, the new ray curvature is calculated based on its present

temperature gradient, density and ray angles Q and 0. Having the cunent values ofray
angles a:rd ray curvature, the end point's elevation coo¡di¡ate of parabolic ray arc can be

found using equation (3.3.2). During the transition between the two shells (within a
layer), the angle 0 between light ray and normal of gravity wave shell is kept constant and

has its new value when intersection with gravity wave shell occurs.

3.4.1 Normal intersection
Consider a parabolic ray arc with angle Q1 and 01 which starts at x=0.5 and ends at

x=xp as shor¡vn in fìgure 3.3. This ray arc enters the next layer and intersects with the next

layer boundary at the point I. The x coordinate of this intersection point denoted x¡ can be

found by equating the two equations of ray arc and gravity wave shell in the z variable:

-.2 ,

Wi cos (kxil. nt = - l(l- a*J + xf tan 0r + hi-r .

Unforn:nately, this equation cannot be solved analytically; therefore, a numerical method

namely "Golden Section Sea¡ch" will be used to find x¡. At the intersection point I, the

t9



new angle 02, 0z a¡d ray curvature are found; then a new ray arc of length (x¡ - xp) is
projected to continue the ray path. The reason for arc length reduction is to maintain the ray
path x-coordinate interval at the preset value which is used to find the "transfer
cha¡acteristic" discussed later in this chapter.

¡o.00

l0m
E

C

€ rùoo
o
a

l¡,1

É.00

Figure 3.3 Normal Intersection

Figure 3.4 Re.entry Intersection
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3.4,2 Re.entry intersection
Consider a parabolic ray arc with angle 0r and 01 which sta¡ts at x=0.5 and ends at

x=xo as shown in figure 3.4. This ray arc intersects twice with the upper shell. In this

case, the first intersection at xr must be found then the new ray arc of lengh (x¡ - xp) is

projected. This new ray arc may or may not inte¡sect with the shell depending on its new

ray angles and ray cuwature.

3.4.3 Ray Angles

ln previous sections, the ray angle $ is said to have different value at every point in

the aÍnosphere and the angle 0 is said to remain constant within each layer and be

recalculated when inærsection with gravity shell occu¡s. In this section, we will look at the

variations in these angles. Figure 3.5 shows variation of ray angles during their ransitions

between gravity wave shells.
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Figure 3.5 Ray Ângles

At the Þginning of the ray path (ie. x=O) the angle fo is given as initial ray angle. At the

beginning of each ray arc, the new ray angle Q wiJI be calculated based on the e4uation of
previous ray a¡c. Consider the ray angle þ at x=x2, its value can be found as follows:

2t



where

At every ray-$avity wave shell intersection, the new value of ray angle 0 is found as

follows:

L€t T be the angle between light ray and tangent of gravity wave shell at x=x2. Then we

have the relation (since y+ 02 = !Q0)

sin 02 = çs5 1'

Apply the series expansion to cos y

cos]= l -]- "'

where y can can be found by

T = tan-l (slope of ray) - tan-1 (slope of gravity wave shell)

which can can be approximated by

^t = tut I * slope of ray - slope of graviry wave shell .

3.4.4 Golden Section Search:

Golden Section Sea¡ch5 is a single rlimension seârch technique which is based on

function evaluations to find the small interval that contains the minimum in the leæt numbe¡

of evaluations. Consider a unimodal function f(x) in figure 3.6.

þ = tan-t (ray slope at x=x2)

ray slope at (x=x2) = 
gçÐ 

= *z (f - -l-f + tan Or

))
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Figure 3.6 Golden Section Search

At iteration number k, the interval which contai¡s the minimum is I¡. The interval for the

next iterations is such that

I¡ = I¡.'1 + I¡.,.2. (3.4.1)

This ca¡ only be achieved if the ratio of successive intervals is held const¿nr

Ik -I¡*t -',lk+l lt+2

Substitute ( 3.4.2 ) into (3.4.1 )

r,.=I&* Ir .

K K2'

multiply both sides by Kz / I¡

K2=K+1;
thus

1+{5
^= 2-'

Taking positive root, K becomes

(3.4.2)
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K = 1.61803.

which is known as "Golden Ratio". Let x¡,¡ and xu,¡ be the lower and upper limit
respectively at the kù iteration. Then the two exEa points xnr. and xb& are found using the

''Golden Ratio" as follows:

xqr = Xu,k - *(*',r - *r,*)N (3.4.3)

1
xb,k = xl,k + 

¡f 
(x,,r - xr,r) ; 

e.4.4)

then the function evaluations at xqk and xb¡ are calculated:

Ea,t = f(xa'k)

E¡,t = f(xu'k) .

The interval fo¡ next iteration k+1 will depend on the following two cases.

Case 1: En¡> 86,¡ (ie. the minimum lies between x6¡ and xu,¡)

The ¡educed interval for next iteration is

xl,k+t = xa,k

Xu,k+l = Xu,k

X4k+1 = Xb,k

xb,k+t = x1,¡¡1 * (xu,¡a1 - xt,¡+tVK .

Case 2: Ea¡ < E6,¡ (ie. the minimum lies between x¡¡ and xqÐ

The ¡educed interval fo¡ next iteration is

xl,k+t = xt,k

xu,k+l = xb,k

X¡.k+t = Xu,k+l * (xu,k*t - xl,k+t)/I(

xb.k+t = xa"k .

24



This process is repeated until the interval which contains the minimum is small enough to

satisfy the preset value. Figure 3.7 summarizes the "golden search" procedure.

Figure 3.7 "Golden Search" procedure

. Use equations in "Case I

. Evaluate Er

Interval < small value ?
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Chapter 4
Implementation and Results

In this chapter, explanatory comments along with a flowchart are used to explain the

operation of the ray tracing program.

4.1 Implementation steps
The ray uacing program is wrítten tn Microsoft C 6 and, utilizes Halo 88 7 softwa¡e

package for graphics purposes. There a¡e 5 main sections in this ray tacing process.

4.1.1 Reading ¡nput parameters

The following parameters are necessary to the ray tracing p¡ogram:

. Observer elevation: the elevation of the observer's eyes which is also the starting elevation

of ray paths.

. hitial ray angle Qs: starting angles of light rays with respect to horizontal (in minutes).

The total number of initial angles corresponds to the number of light rays to be traced.

. Limitation ranges: vertical and horizontal limits of light rays.

. Atrnospheric temperaturc profile: temperature (in oC) of the amrosphere as a function of
elevation.

. Gravity wave's amplitude at z=H (see Figure 2.2 fo¡ definition of FI).

. Ray arc step size: the larger the sæp size the less accurate will be the ray path calculation,

due to misses of intersections with gravity wave shells. However, the larger the step size

the smaller will be the number of points calculaæd on each light ray, thus less computation

time is required

4.1.2 Building the Atmospheric Gravity Wave Shell model

. lf the starting elevation point (observer's elevation) is not coincident with a point in

temperature profile, an extra point in the temperature profile is created using linear

interpolation. The reason for this extra point is that r;i,e want to staf the ray path at the
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intersection of a gravity wave shell so that the initial ray angle Qs can be calculated. This

will become more clear in the later sections.

. After all of the necessary points in the atmospheric temperature profile a¡e available, we

need to search through this profile and divide the atrnosphere into 3 sections according to

its temperature gradient, as follows:

temperature gradi"n, = ffi;þft;#
Threshold = maximum temp€nìture gnÅìrent / 2

Section #1: temperature gradient < Threshold for Z> H+Lfl
Section #2: temperature gradient > Th¡eshold for H < Z =< H+AH

Section #3: temperature gradient < Threshold for Z =<H
. The vertical wave number ofeach section is calculated as follows:

^z -,,llc¡ai9 
l

,,t _^ tt., _tl
whe¡e

oro, = =L 
(rmperature gradient + p g\ - 4"' Tavs' " ' -' c7

Tu"g = Sectional average temperatue

. Each point in the temperature profile represents a concentric gravity wave shell as

described in the previous chapter whose amplitude is found by its sectional amplitude wave

equation (eq.2.2.1).

. Once all the gravity wave amplitudes are available, we have a complete model of
concentric gravity wave shell of the form:

Wi=Aicos 1fux+a)
where

À

A¡ : gravity wave amplitude of shell number i
î, = horizontal wave length of gravity wave

q, = arbitrary phase shift.

4.1.3 Ray path

To complete a ray path, a series of sequential parabolic arcs (eq.3.3.2) are projected.

At the starting point of each ray arc, the ray angles Q, 0 and ray curvature must be known

in orde¡ to calculate its path. These ray angles and ray a¡cs are found as follows.
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. Angle 0 is calculated (eq.3.a.3) whe¡e intersection with gravity wave shell occurs (see

Figp¡e 3.5) and its value is kept constant during the ray transition within a layer þetween

upper and lower shells).

. Angle Q is calculated (eq. 3. .Ð at every starthg point of parabolic ray arc and

intersection point with gravity wave shell.

. Ray curvature (eq.3.1.1) is found based on the cur¡ent data of temperature gradient,

density and ray angles.

. If an intersection with a gravity wave shell is detected, the coordi¡ates of the intersection

a¡e found using "Golden section Sea¡ch" technique; then a ray a¡c of ¡educed step size is

projecæd based on the current ray data at the intersection point so that the coo¡dinates of ray

paths arÞ equally spaced in the xdirection.

. Termination of a light ray occurs when it exceeds the range limits.

4.1.4 Transfer Characteristic curve

The ransfer cha¡acteristic (fC) cuwe characterizes the relation between the apparent

height and real height of an object at a given distance away from the observer.

Objecfs real height

1S, l?.5 1?,5 29. Z?,.5

Figure 4.1 Object's Apparent Height
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The apparent height is defined as the height of an object as it appears to the observer's

eyes. From the observer's eye, the tangent of the corresponding initial ray angle is

extended in a sraight line; the apparent height is the elevation of this extension line at the

object's coordinates. The object's real height is the elevation of the actual light ray at the

object's coordinates. Figure 4.1 shows the relation between the apparent height and

object's real height.

4.1.5 Displaying
The gravity wave model, light ray paths and TC cuwes are displayed using the Halo

88 software package. These Halo 88 graphic subroutines can be called by the Microsoft C

program for display purposes without exiting from the current C program. To compile a

Microsoft C program and link to Halo 88 the following procedure is required:

- msc filename; (compile)

- link filename+halodvxx,,,halous (link)

4.2 Flow chart
The following flow chart shows the main operation of the ray tracing program.

Details of each ¡outine have been discussed in the previous section.
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into 3 se(tion mode
,CalculaÞ gravity wave shell amplitude

AII rays are traced ? Find transfer ch aracæristic cu¡ve

.C-alculate ray curvâíre bas€d on O, e& density u present point

.Projea a parabolic ray arc (cuænt length)

End of ray path ?

.Find intercect with upper shell

.Adjus ray arc length

.Calculæe new S,0 & densitY
Upper shell interseo

.Find intenect with lower shell

.Adjus ray arc length

.Calcula¡e new Q,0 & densitY

Lowe¡ shell intersect ?

Arc len$h=original ?

Projea half length ray rc

Upper shell intersect ?

l¡wer shell intersect

.Save ray coo¡dinates

.Reset arc length to the original size

.Find new 0 & density

Figure 4.2 Ray Tracing Flowchart
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4.3 Results
A temperature profile named "Jm3" is used as the input atrnospheric temperature

profile for ray tracing program to demonstrate the effect of varying gravity wave

parameters. Figure 4.3 shows "Jm3" temperature profile.

Tempsralure (C)

Figure 4.3 "Jm3" Temperature Profile

Having "Jm3" as the input temperature profrle, the atmospheric gravity wave shell model

is c¡eated as shown in Figure 4.4, In this figure, the left portion gives the boundaries

between the se¿tions and indicates the amplitude of gravity wave as a function of height for

"three section model"; the horizontal scale is in meters. The right portion of this figure

shows the atmospheric gravity wave shells with their corresponding amplitude as shown in

the Ieft portion and the wave len$h À of 10 km. (Note that the horizontal unit in this right

portion is in km and its scale can be ¡ead as: (indicated scale - 10 km)). As mentioned

ea¡lier, the atmospheric model plays an important ¡ole i¡ the ray tracing process. The

following results will show the sensitivity to the gravity wave's amplitude, wave length

and phase shift.
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Figure 4.4 Gravity \ilave Shell Model (W¡¡=4 m phase shift a=0)
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Figure 4.6 Transfer Characteristic curves (\üs=4 and Phase Shift s=00)

Figure 4.7 Gravity \ilave Shell Modet (WH=4 m phase shift a=900)
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Figure 4.8 Ray Tracing (W¡¡=4 and Phase Shift c=900)

Figure 4.9 Transfer Characteristic curves (W¡¡=4 and Phase Shift a,=900)
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Figure 4.11 Ray Tracing ¡W¡¡=0.5 and Phase Shift q=00)
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Figure 4.12 Transfer characteristic curves (vYH=0.5 and Phase shift o=00)

From these results, we can see that ray tracing is very sensitive to gravity wave amplitude

and phase shift. As predicted, when gravity ¡y¿ys amplitude w¡¡ at z=H is small, the

temperatur'e gradient between the two shell stays almost constant, thus ray paths are evenly

bent in the x di¡ection. However when W¡¡ is large' the temperature gradient fluctuates a

bit, rhus giving uneven ray bending effect. The effect of gravity phase shift is ha¡d to

predict since a phase shift will generate a different atmospheric gravity wave model; thus

formation of ray paths is affected differently. $imil¿¡ty, i¡sfe¿sing gravity wave amplitude

will inc¡ease the complexity of ray racing process since it produces more variation in

æmperature gradient and inte¡sections between a light ray and gravity wave shells. In order

to have a better observation on the effect of changing gavity wave amplitude and rtrave

length on TC curve formation, we will vary only the parameter of inærest and keep all the

rest of úe pammeters f¡xed and plot them on the sÍurÌe graph for easy comparison. A

temperature profile named JO4, which is a smoother ve¡sion of JOSA83 tempera$re

profrle obtained from a papeÉ nemed "lnversion of Superior Mirage Data" by Professor

Læhn, will be used as the atmospheric temperature proñle for ray tracing process in ordcr to

get smoorher TC curves. Figure 4.13 shows the JO4 atmospheric temperature profile.

Having the Jo4 profile as the input, TC curves for different gravity wave length and
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amplitude are shown in Figure 4.14 and 4'15 respectively.

parameters are used to produce tlrese TC cuwes:

. Figure 4.14: Variation in gravity wave length.

- Gravity wave amplitude at z=H; WH = 2 m

- Parabolic ray arc step size of 0'25 km

- Phase shift c¡ = 0o.

. Figure 4.15: Variation in gravity amplitude.

- GravitY wave length l, = 15000 m

- Parabolic ray arc step size of 0.25 km

- Phase shift o = 00.

The following gtavity wave
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30.00
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0.00

Figure 4.13 J04 Temperature Profile

From these two Figures, we can conclude that inøeasing gravity wave amplitude or

decreasing wave lengrh will increase the complexity in ray tracing process thus inøeasing

the jaggedness of the TC curve. These jagged TC curves will produce jagged edges in

mirages which will be seen in both actual and simulated mirages in the late¡ section. As

mentioned above, variations in gravity wave phase shift produce major changes in ray

paths a¡d the effect of phase change supports the theory of "waves travelling in the

aÍnosphere" therefore it is mo¡e interesting O observe the effect ofphase change associated

with mirage simulation in the following section.
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4.4 SÍmulation Of A Mirage Observation

4.4,I Observed mirages

As an example, Figure 4.16 shows an normal view of 18.7 m hill, named Whitefish

Summit, photographed, over the sea ice from a distance of 20 km at Tuktoyaktuk,

Nonhwest Territories, Canada in May 20, 1979, 19:36 h ,

Figure 4.16 Normal View Of Whitefish Summit

To support the theory of "waves in the atrnospherè", Figure 4.17 shows the superior

mirages of Whitefish Summit which were photographed from the same distance of 20 km

with a camera elevation of 2.5 m above the sea ice. The horizontal time scale shows the

exact time at which each photo was talen thus giving rcaders a good idea of how a mirage

changes with respect to time.
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Figure 4.17 Superior Mirages of Vfhitefish Summit
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4,4,2 Mirage Simulation
To c¡eate a mirage corresponding to a specific TC curve, a mLage simulation

ptogta-9 which maps rows of pixels of a digitized image of an object in real space into

mirage space, was developed by Wesley Friesen in 1988. This simulation procedure

requires a digitized image of the object of interest and information on the object's real

height (m), location and the height of ttre object in the digitized image (row number) and the

desi¡ed TC curve. Using this information, the rows in the a¡ea of interest (which is defined

as the number of ¡ows that conøin the object) are mapped into mirage space as shown in

Figure 4.18.

Horizon

Figure 4.18 Mapping of an Object into Mirage Space

As an example, all the pixels in row "h" of the area of inte¡est in Figurc 4.18 are mapped

into 3 rows of mi¡age space indicated by black lines. All the rows in the a¡e¿ of interest are

similarly mapped into mirage space to complete an image of mirage.

This mirage simulation program will help to understand further the effect of va¡iation

of gravity r.vave parameters, the accuracy of atmospheric gravity wave model and the

relation between TC curves and mirages. In order to justify the accuracy of our

atmospheric gravity wave model, the photograph of Whitefish Summit is chosen as the
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input to the mirage simulation program so that these simulation results can be compared

with the actual mkages shown ea¡lier in Figure 4.17 . T\e simulated mirage images of
640X480 pixels and their corresponding TC curves a¡e shown in Figures 4.19 to Figure

4.26 for a complete phase cycle of 3600 by an incremental step of 450. The following

gravity wave and ray tracing parameters are used to produce these TC curves:

. Gravity wave amplitude W¡.¡ = 2 m (at z=h)

. Gravity wave length À = 15 km

. Initial ray angle from 0 to 15 minutes with a step of 0.5 minute

. Parabolic ray arc step of 0.25 km
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Figure 4.19 TC Curve ånd Mirage Simulation Image for c¿ = 00

Z(oblect) (m)

Figure 4.20 TC Curve snd Mirâge Simulation Image for o = 450
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Figure 4.21 TC Curve and Mirage Simutation Image for a, = 900

Mirage Simulation Image for c¿ = 1350
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Figure 4.23 TC Curve and Mirage Simulation Image for o = 1800
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Figure 4.24 TC Curve and Mirage Simulation Image for a = 2250
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Figure 4.25 TC Curve and Mirage Simulation Image for a = 2700

Z(obiccl) (m)

Figure 4.26 TC Curve and Mirage Simulation Image for a = 3150
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Comparing these simulation results to the actual mirages of Figute 4.17 , we can see that

some of the simulated mirages show a very close fìt to the observed ones. In order to get a

perfect fit one might try to adjust the gravity wave parameters. However, sensitivities of
these parameters make the adjusrnent quite difficult and ha¡d to predict a good step size.

But most importantly, these results have proved the validity of our atmospheric gravity

wave model,
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Chapter 5
Inversion of Mirage Data

5.1 Introduction
Previous chapters concem the forward problem of ray tracing, ie. given a temperarure

profile, we can Íace light rays to obtain images of the surroundings which would appear

under the given atmospheric temperature through a "transfer cha¡acteristic" curve. In this

chapte¡ the inverse problem of ray tracing is investigated. Given a TC curve, we would

like to know the condition of the atmospheric temperature that produces such a mirage.

Due to the complication of gravity wave shell model which involves selection of gravity

wave amplitude at z=H, we will limit the inverse problem of ray tracing to læhn's model of
"concentric spherical shell".

To solve the inverse problem of ray tracing, fi¡st we need to find a mathematical

equation which can represent the atrnospheric temperatu¡e profile. As mentioned earlier,

we are only interested in atmospheric temperature profile which has an inflection point. In

this type of curr/e, the temperature gradient is almost symmetrical about its inflection point.

Byjudging this nature of temperature profle, we can suggest the use of a Fourier Series to

represent the derivative of the temperature curve. Thus the temperature curve can be

rep¡esented by:

", 
= 

Iþ". å (ar cos f + o-,' ?l u"

ak: ar€ Fourie¡ series coefficients (k=O,l,2...)

L : period

where
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r()=!z+ hcosf)+ c.

For every temperature profile T(z), a unique TC curve can be found using the ray üacing

program. Now the problem is to find the coefficients of T(z) so that it represents the

annospheric temperature profile which produces (as closely as possible) the given TC

cu¡ve. ln other words, we try to find a set of coefficients of T(z) which minimize the sum

of square of the difference (or sum of square erron) between the given TC cuwe and the

TC curve produced by T(z). Figure 5.1 shows the difference between given TC and T(z)

produced TC.

-2o o 20 
z("pp"ra&t) (.) 60 8o loo

Figure 5.1 Er¡ors between given TC and produced TC

An optimization method namely "Rotating Coo¡dinates" by Rosenbrock5 (1960) is used to

search fo¡ the set of coefficients of T(z) which minimizes the sum of TC cuwe square

eIÏors.

5.2 Optimization Method of Rotating Coordinates
The ¡eason fo¡ this optimization method having such n¡me is because it incorporates

the idea of rotaring the coordinate system so that one ofthe sea¡ch di¡ections is aligned with

#*| ("''f -
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the expected di¡ection which leads to the minimum. This minimizes the number of
iterations in the search process. Each iteration in this process consists of two parts:

. A pattern sea¡ch is used to determine the most suitable sea¡ch di¡ection. This is done by

exploring every sea¡ch di¡ection to fi¡d the curent minimum point.

. The vector specified by the starting point and current minimum point within an iteration

defines the new search direction vecto¡. The coordinate system is then roøted to align one

of the axes with this new sea¡ch direction.

This method can be demonstrated by the following brief example. Consider a two

dimensional sea¡ch with mutually onhogonal unit vectors at kü iteration denoted by U1,¡

and Uz,r and sea¡ch step lengths ô1g and þ¡ respectively. Figure 5.2 shows the steps in

kû iteration with the starting point at xk. To help understand the steps in this figure, the

following symbols are used:

1(s): means æstpoint#1 is a sucessful point (ie. function value atpoint#1 is less

than function value at the current search base þoint #0))

4(Ð : means test point #4 is a failure (ie. function value at point #4 is more than

function value at the current sea¡ch base (point #3)).

Figure 5.2 Exploratory Search in Kth Iteration

The following two parts will explain details of Rosenbnock search steps in this example.

@l : Exploratory search.

a. Test point #1: Following the sea¡ch dire¡tion U1¡ , the test point #1 at (x¡ + ô1,¡U1,¡)

is a succesful point, thus increasing the curent search step length to 2õ1¡and moving

the new sea¡ch base to point #1.
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b. Test point #2: Following the search di¡ection Uz,r, the test point #2 at þoint #1 +

ôz,rUz,r.) is a successful point, thus increasing the current search step length to 2ô2,¡

ald moving the new sea¡ch base to point #2.

c. Test point #3: Following the search direction U1,¡, the test point #3 at (point #2 +

2ô1gU¡,f is a successful point, thus increasing the cur¡ent search step length to 4ô1,¡

and moving the new sea¡ch base to point #3.

d. Test point #4: Following the sea¡ch di¡ection U2,¡ , the test point #4 at (point #3 +

Zõz,vU z,ù is a failure, thus reducing the cunent search step length to ô2,¡ and

maintaining the cur¡ent sea¡ch base at point #3.

e. Test point #5: Following the search direction U1,¡ , the test point #5 at þoint #3 +

4ôr.tUr.r) is a failure, thus reducing the current search step length to 2õt.r and

maintaining the cur¡ent sea¡ch base at point #3.

f. Test point #6: Following the search di¡ection U2,¡ , the test point #6 at (point #3 +

ôz,rUz,ù is a also failure, thus reducing the cur¡ent search step length to 0.5ôz,r and

maintaining the current search base at point #3.

Now, exploratory sea¡ches in both directions at base #3 are all failu¡es. It is time to move

on to part two which rotates the coordinate system to find a better search direction and

begin the next iteration.

Part 2: Coordinates rotation.

In the next iteration, the coordinate system is rotated such that one of the search

di¡ections aligns with the vector defined by (xr*r - x¡). This is done by the Gram-Schmidt

orthogonalization processT as follows.

Consider n-dimensional sea¡ch, with total movement dr,d2,....d,., in each search

direction within one iteration. Define a new set of vecto$ V1, V2,....V,., as follows:

Vn = dnUn
and

Vi = diUi + Vi+t for i = n-1, n'2, ".. I

Then the new set of oÍhonormal direction vectors is given by:

ur.'=ffi

\ili
lwil

i=2,3...n
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where
i-1

,ry'i = vi - I ("1 uf*t) uf*t
j=1

5.3 Implementation
The optimiz¿¡isn and circula¡ shell model for ray tracing a¡e both written in Fortan

H. The ray tracing program was implemented by Professor Lehn, and the Rosenbrock

method of rotating coordinates program was given in the "Optimization Methods Using

Computer aided Design" course offered by Professor Menzies. Both of these programs are

modified by the author to suit the specific use of TC curve fitting. The following

explanatory comments and flowcharts are used to explain the TC cuwe fitting operation.

In this optimization process, every coefficient in the temperature equation T(z) will

represent a search di¡ection. lncreasing the number of coefficients should produce better

¡esults in curve fitting. However, the time required to search will also increase. Figure 5.3

shows a brief flowchan of the TC cuwe fitting operation. In this process, the ray tracing

p¡ogram combined with a square e¡rors summation routine is reated as the objective

function evaluation equation fo¡ the Rosenbrock optimization method. For a current set of

Fourier series coeffrcients which represent a temperature profile T(z), a TC curve at a fixed

distance can be found; then it is compared with the given TC cuwe to find the summation

of square errors.
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- Sea¡ch unit vectors
- Inititiat search steo sizes

- Generate TC cuwe u¡der initial T(z)
- Find sum of squa¡e errors = F0

- Exploration sea¡ch in current di¡ection
(with cu:rent step size)

- Generate TC curve at test point
- Find sum of square errors = F

- lncrease step size
-F0=F

Search in all di¡ection

Rotate system coordinates using
G¡am Schmidt method

Exit crite¡ia met ?

- / F0 (last iteration) - F0 (present)/ < set value

Figure 5.3 Flowchart of Curve Fitting Operation
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The Rosenbrock optimization method wiU search through all the possible combinations of

Fou¡ier series coefñcients that produce the minimum of summation of square erron.
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Figure 5.4 "Jm3" Temperature Profile
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5.4 Results

In this section, some of the results from the curve fitting process are shown and

coÍìmented. To generate a testing TC curve, a temperature profìle namely "Jm3" is used as

the input atmospheric temperature profile for the ray racing program. Figure 5.4 shows

the "Jm3" temperature profile. The TC cu¡ve at a distance of 20 Km is generated as shown

in figure 5.5. This TC curve is then used as the given TC curve for "Inversion of mirage

data" program described in previous sections. After 125 iterations, the Rosenbrock

optimization mettrod produces the following results:

. For Fourier series with 2 harmonic terms:

ao = 0'3838

ar = -0'2113

br = 0'0840

az= 0'7074

bz = -0'0516

C = 0.0000

thus the Fourier series temperature profrle T(z) with a period L = 45 m can be expressed as

follows:

"r(ò=ry*#(-o.zr 
'in ft+o.tosnff+0.08 cos ft-o.os "o"tu¿)

This particular temperatrre profle generates a TC curve which produces a sum of square

e¡rors of 35.6.

. For Fourier series with 4 harmonics terms:

ao = 0.3872

at = -0.2218

br = 0'0620

ae = -0'0085

bz = 0'0179

a¡ = 0'0919

b¡ = -0'0484

a¿ = 0'0509

b¿ = -0'0139

C = 0.0000
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Figure 5.6 Original and 2 Harmonics Fourier Series Generated TC curves
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thus the Fourier series temperature profile T(z) can be expressed as follows:

røl =ff + ff(-o.zz 'nff - 0.01 sin ft + o.os sinfr + o.w siîT)

- 
fi(o.oø "o'fr + 0.02 cosft - o.os cosff - 0.0r cos ff)

This Fourier series temperature profile generates a TC curve which produces a sum of

square errors of 4.2. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the given TC curve and TC curves

generated by 2-harmonic a¡rd 4-harmonic Fou¡ier series æmperature profiles respectively.

By comparing the trwo figures of 5.6 and 5.7, we can see clearly that with more harmonic

terms in the Fourier expansion of temperature profile a better cuwe fitting results. At this

point, we should compare the Fourier series temperature profile with the original

temperature profile of "Jm3" to see how well the Fourier series can be used to represented

atmospheric temperature profile. Figure 5.8 shows the original temperatute profile of

"Jm3" and 4-harmonics Fourier series temperature profile.

20 30
Elsvallon (m)

Figure 5.8 Jm3 and 4-Harmonics Fourier Series Temperature Profile

There is a small constant vertical-difference between these two curves, the reason for this

small erro¡ is due to the nature of ray uacing program. As we have seen in the previous

chapters, the path of light rays is largely dependent on the temperature gradient. Therefore
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a small shift in temperature profile will not have much effect on the formation of the TC

curve. Thus, when the Rosenbrock method reaches this point, it will not try to search any

furthe¡ since its objertive of curve fitting hæ been successfully achieved.

Similarly, another temperature profile named "8g1" is used to test the Rosenbrock

curve fitting method. Figure 5.9 shows Bgl temperature prof e.

20 40 60 80
Elovatlon (m)

Figure 5.9 Bgl temperature profile

Aftet 235 iterations, Rosenbrock optimization sea¡ch prcduces a 4 harmonic Fourier series

temperatue profile which generates a TC cu¡ve with a sum of square enor of 15.87. The

coefficients of this 4-hamlonic Fowier se¡ies temperanue profile a¡e as follows:

ao = 0'3998

at = -O'2459

az= 0'0784

a¡ = -0'1047

u= 0'0339

br = -0'0542

bz= 0'0256

b¡ = 0'0282

b¿ = 0'0106

C = 0.0000

Thus the Fou¡ier series temperatüe profile T(z) with 4 harmonic terms and a period of

L=50 m can be expressed as follows:

É¿

e)
d
o
ô-
EoF
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r<z> = Lf + fl(-o.za rin ft + o.ot 
"' # - o. to sin # + o.o+ sin ffi )

- # (-0.* "o"fr + 0.02 cos ffi + 0.03 cos ffi + o'or 
"o" 

tusoJ

Figure 5.10 shows the given TC and 4-hamonic Fourier series temperature profile

generated TC cuwes.
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Figure 5.10 Given TC curve and 4-harmonic Fourier series generated TC

Figure 5.1 1 shows the original Bgland Fourier series æmperature profiles.
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Figure 5.11 Bgl and 4.harmonics Fourier series temperature profile

As we can see from this figure, fo¡ elevations less than 70 m, the two temperature curves

have a very close fit, however the Fourier series temperature curve starts to diverge from

the original temperattrre curve for elevations of more than 70 m. This error is again due to

the nature of the ray tracing program. All of the light rays contributing to the above TC will
not pass throught the region which is higher than 70 m. Therefo¡e all data points in the

Bg1 temperature profile that are higher than 70 m will not have any contribution to TC

curve formation. These data points can be removed form the temperature profile without

making any changes on the ray paths or TC curves. As far as the optimization result is

concerned, the Rosenbrock optimization method has done a perfect job of curve fitting.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Ray Tracing Process
Among several types of atmospheric wave models, a simple model of gravity wave is

selected to build the model for the earth's atmosphere. Based on the atmospheric

temp€ratue conditions that cause multiple image mirages, a three section model of gravity

wave is adapted to the "parabolic model for the optics of the atmospheric surface layers"

developed by Professor Lehn. Several simplifying assumptions have been made in this

model: no shear, constancy of vertical wave number in each section and ray angle 0 within

a layer, and many expression approximations. These simplifrcations allow implementation

of the ray racing process on a penonal computer.

In this ray tracing process, the sou¡ce of error that is most likely to produce

inconsistency of ray paths is the size of parabolic ray arc Iength (in the x-direction). If this

arc length is too large, some of the intersections between ray path and gravity wave shell

witl fail to be detected, thus inroducing enors in calculation of the ray path. To reduce this

source of error, a half-length ray arc check is used. The reason to choose this half-lengrh

check is because the only time that a ray arc most likely fails to detect an inte$ection with a

gravity wave shell is when it is strongly concave. ln this case, the elevation of the peak of

the ray arc is either higher (case of concave down) or lower (case of concave up) than the

elevation of ray arc's end point. For a parabolic arc, the peak or the minimum is most

likely to happen at the middle of its len$h; therefo¡e a halflength check will take ca¡e of a

large percenøge of these intersection missing cases. However, it is ¡ecommended to keep

the arc length less than or equal to 1 km and to keep in mind that the smalle¡ the a¡c length

the more accu¡ate the ray racing. Similarly, the number of data poilts in the temperature

profile also affects the accuracy of ray path calculation. Each data point in the temperature

profile represents a graviry wave shell, thercfore inøeasing the number of dara points will
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increase the number of ray-shell intersections. Thus the more data points in the temperature

profile, the more accurate the ray path calculation. However, as the number of gravity

wave shells increases, the size of ray arc length should be reduced to avoid missing of

intersections.

The mirage simulaltion results have demonstrated the accuacy of the atnnospheric

gravity wave model. However, a set of gravity wave parameters must be carefully selected

and fine adjusted in order to produce a simulated nirage which fits observed daø. This

process is a very time consuming task due to the high sensitivities of the ray pattrs to these

parameters. More resea¡ch must be done in this area to find the full relationship between

gravity wave parameters and the measurable condition of the atuosphere.

6.2 Mirage Data Inversion Process

The method of mi¡age data inversion has proven to be a very useful tool in finding the

atmospheric temperature profile which can cause an observed mirage condition. This

process involves modeling the atmospheric temperature profìle in a mathematical fom] and

applying an optimization technique. By judging the natue of atmospheric conditions

which cause multiple image mirages, the Fourier series is selected to represent the

derivative of temperature curve. Integration is then ca¡ried out to find the mathematical

expression for the aunospheric temperature profile. Once the number of harmonic ærms in

the Fourier series is set, a curve fitting method namely "Rosenbrock method of rotating

coordinates" can be used to find a set of Fou¡ier series coefficients which minimizes the

sum of square erron between given TC and Fourier temperature profile generated TC.

In this process, the only uncertain parameter that we have to select carefully in order

to get good ¡esults is the period L in the Fourier series expression for the temperature

profile. The value of this period must be chosen or adjusted such that the inflection point

of the temperature curve is as close as possible to the middle of the period. Some

experience with atmospheric temperatue prcfiles would help in selecting a good staning

point for period value; otherwise, trial and error methods may be required to get a good

cuwe fitting result.

Since all of the Fou¡ier series coefficients are quite small, the starring value of
coeffrcient C in the Fourier series expression of temperature profile should be chosen to be

the atmospheric temperature at ground (ie. z=0). In the fi¡st trial of the curve fitting
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process, the minimal number of harmonic terms in the temperature expression should be

used to minimize searching time. Then the number of hannonic tenns can be increased in

the following eials to incre¿se the accuracy of curve fitting.

Finally, the number ofpoints in the given TC must be large enough in order to get a

decent curve fitting result and keeping in mind that the large the number, the better the

cuwe fit.
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APPENDIX

Computer Program Listings
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RAY TRACING IN ATMOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVE PROGRAM

by

Hung D. Pham

University of Manitoba 1989

Microsoft C)

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <sring.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#define G 9.81
#define BETA 3.48e-03
#define PNULL 1.013793 1e05
#define ESP 0.000226
#define RE 6.37e06
static int Numlayer, PointCount, Upperlndex, Lowerlndex, NumberOfRay,

Observerlndex, NumPoint[25], Printlnterval, num-TC,
IndexH, IndexAH;

static int gddRay, gridTc;
static float xorginRay, xmaxRay, yorginRay, ymaxRay,

xorginTc, xmaxTc, yorginTc, ymaxTc;
static double rad;
static char title[80];

main0
{

float FindRayElevation(
FindWavyDensity Q,fi ndEffectiveCurvature0 ;

void DrawAxesQ, RayMenu0, TcMenu0, WriteTitleQ,
Upperlayerlntersect0, LowerlayerlntersectQ,
TC-cu¡ve0, ReadData0,
Pri¡tRayFileQ, PrintTioutFileQ, SearchlayerQ,
PlotWave0, WavyElevationAtTestPoint0;

FILE *out;

printf("RAY TRACING WTITI HALO\n");
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prinÉ("HAS HERC. CRAPHICS MODE BEEN SET ? 0=NO\n");
scanf("7od",&herc);
if(herc == 0) goto end;

READ INPUT DATA AND CREATE A NEW LAYER AT OBSERVER ELEVATION

ReadData0;

DIVIDE TIIE ATMOSPHERE INTO 3.SECTION MODEL

NewPhase:
Searchlayer0;

prinf("DO YOU WISH TO PLOT WAVY ATMOSPFIERE ? 0=NO\n");
scanf("7od",&herc);
if(herc != 0)
PlotWaveO;

START OF RAY PATTTS CALCIJLATION

for(k=0;kcNumberOfRay;k++) /* k=ray number x/
{

printf("RAY NO. Vod PIüZERO=7¿f ARCMlÌ,l\t",k,anglelkl);
PhiZero=RadianAngle[k] ;
ray-x[0]=Q.Q;
ray-z[0] =ObserverElevation;
if(Phizero >0.0)
{

l,owerlndex=Observerlndex;
Upperlndex=Observerlndex+ I ;

)
else
{

Lowerlndex=Observerlndex- 1 ;
Upperlndex=Observerlndex ;

]
RayArcX=MeterStep;
Half S teP=lvfg¡s¡S teP2'0;
PointCount=0;
Ta¡PhiZero=tan(PhiZero) ;
x=0.0;
z=ObserverElevation;
SinTheta=FindSinTheta(Observerlndex) ;
DensitY=¡¡¡¿tYavYDensitY(x,z);
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EffectiveCurvature=FindEffectiveCurvatu¡e(Density ) ;

Z-RayTestPoint=FindRayElevation(RayArcX);

CALCULATE INDTVIDUAL RAY PATH CORRESPONDING TO ITS INTIIAL RAY
ANGLE

while( 7.-RayTestPoint<=MaxElevation && Z-RayTestPoin>4.0 &&
X-RayTestPoint<=MaxHorizon)

if (Z-RayTestPoint >= Upperlayer)
{

Upperlayerlntersec t(RayArcX) ;
Densiry=FindWavyDensity(x,z) ;
EffectiveCu¡vature=FindEffectiveCurvature(Den sity) ;

Z-RayTestPoint=FindRayElevation(RayArcX) ;
)
else if(Z-RayTestPoint <= Lowe¡Layer)
{
l,owerlayerlnteßect(RayArcÐ;
Density=FindWavyDensity(x,z);
EffectiveCurvature=FindEffectiveCu¡vature(Density) ;

Z-RayTestPoint=FindRayElevation (RayArcX);
)
else
{

if(RayArcX == MeterStep)
{

Z-RayTestPoint=FindRayElevation (RayArcX) ;

ì
else if( Z-HalfStep <= l¡werl¿yer )
{
lowerlayerlntersect(Half Step) ;

Density=FindWavyDensity(x,z) ;

EffectiveCurvatu¡e=FindEffectiveCurvature(Den sity) ;

Z-RayTestPoint=FindRayElevation (RayArcx) ;

]
else
(

PointCount=PointCount+ 1 ;
ray
ray

z=ray
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x=ray-x[Pointcount];
RayArcX=MeterStep;

TanPhiZero=TanPhiZero-Ef fectiveCuwarure * RayArcX;
Density=FindyavyDensity(x,z) ;
EffectiveCu¡v atu¡e=FindEffectiveCurvarure(Den sity) ;
Z_RayTestPoint=FindRayElevation (RayArcX) ;

]
)
else
{

/* test points(x,z) */

] /*---- end while loop----'*7

NumPointIk] =PointCouny'Printlnterval;
for(i=O;i<=NumPointlkl ;i++)
{

interval=i*P¡intlnterval ;
X_RayPlotlil [k] =ay_x[interval];z.-RayPlotlil Ik]=ray-z[interval] ;

ì
/*--- end ofk loop ---*/]

WRITE RAY DATA TO DISK IF REQI.JIRED

prinf("DO YOU WISH TO WRITE RAY DATA TO TIOUT ? O=NCÀn");
scanf(" 7¿d",&ti_ans);
if(ti-ans != 0)
PrintTioutFile0;

prinf("DO YOU WISHTO WRITE DATA TO RAY¡U-E ? O=NOV");
scanf("7od",&ray_ans);
if(ray-ans !=0)
PrintRayFile0;
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PLOT RAY PATHS

RaySelector=0; /* RaySelector=0 ==> new ray plot else old one */
RetumRay:

selection=PlotRayTracin g@aySelector) ;

if(selection : 0)
{

closegraphics0;
goto decision;

)
else if(selection == 1)

{
close$aphics0;
goto NewTc;

l
else if(selection == 2)
{

closegraphics0;
TcSelector=1;
goto PreviousTc;

)

CALCI.JLATE AND PLOT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC CURVES

NewTc:
TC-cuweQ;
TcSelector=0; /* TcSelector = 0 ==> new TC plot */

P¡eviousTc:
selection=PlotTc Curves(IcS electo¡) ;

if(selection : 0)
{

closegraphics0;
goto decision;

]
if(selection : 1)

{
closegraphics0;
goto NewTc;

]
if(selection : 2)
(

closegraphicsQ;
RaySetector=l; /* retum to most recent ray plot */
goto ReturnRay;

]
if(selection : 3)
{

closegraphics0;
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RaySelector=0; /* retum to new ray plot */
goto ReturnRay;

l

decision:
prinf("DO YOUWISH TOTRACEWTITI A NEW <GRAWTYWAVEPFIASE> ? O=NOV");
scanf(" 7od",&herc);
if(herc != 0)
{-prinf("PLEASE 

ENTER NEW <GRAWTY WAVE PHASE> IN DEGREE'..\I");
scanf("7of',Phase);
Phase=Phase*3. 14 1 6/1 80.0;
goto NewPhase;

]

end: ; )

I*========== END OF MAIN PROGRAM

void WavyElevationAtTestPoint(coordinate)
float coordi¡ate;
{

Upperl-ayer Amptitude[Upperlndex]*cos((6.28AVavelængth)*coordinate+Phase)+
LayerElev[Upperlndex] ;

Lowerl-ayêr= Amplitudefi,owerlndex]*cos((6.28AVavel,ength)*coordinate+Phase)+
LayerElev [Lowerlndex] ;

void Upperl-ayerlntersect(Upperl-imit)
float Upperlimiq

float Xintersect,Findlntersect0;

Xintersect=Findlntersect(lJpperlndex,Upperlimit) ;

z=FindRayElevation(Xintersect);
x=x+Xintersect;

ì

)

RavArcX=RayArcx-Xintersecq
Ta;Ph i7æ ro=ÍanPhiZero-EffectiveCurvatu¡e*Xinærsect;
S inTheta=FindS inTheta(Upperlndex) ;

Upperlndex=Upperlndex+ I ;
[.owerlndex=l¡werlndex+ I ;

void lowerlayerlntersect(Upp€rlimiÐ
float Upperlimit;
{
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fl oat Xintersect,FindlntersectQ;

Xintersect=Findlntersect(Lowerlndex,Upperlimit) ;

z=Fin dRayElevation(Xinærsect);
x=x+Xintersect;
RayArcX=RayArcX-Xintersecq
TanPhiZero=TanPhiZero-EffectiveCurvatu¡e*Xi¡tersect;
SinTheta=FindSinTheta(,owerlndex);
Upperlndex=Upperlndex- 1 ;
Lowerlndex=Lowerlndex- 1 :

)

fl oat Findlntersect(index,Upperl-imit)
int index;
float Upperlimiq
{

double Ea,Eb,FunctValue0;
float K,Xupper,XlowerXa,Xb,inter;

K=0.618;
Xupper=Upperlimit;
Xlower=O.0;
Xa=Xupper-K*(Xupper-Xlower);
Xb=)oower+K*(Xupper-Xower);
Ea=FunctValue(indexXa);
Eb=FunctValue(indexXb);
while((Xupper-Xlower) > 1.0)
{
if(fabs@a) <= fabs(Eb))
{

Xupper=Xb;
Xb=Xa;
Xa=Xupper-K*(Xupper-Xlower) ;

Eb=Ea;
Ea=FunctValue(indexXa);

)(loweeXa;
Xa=Xb;
Xb=Xlowe¡+K* (Xupper-Xower);
Ea=Eb;
Eb=FunctValue(indexXb);

)
)
inter-Xower+(Xupper-Xower)/2.0;
reûm intetr

)
else
{

)
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double FunctValue(index,Xvalue)
int index;
float Xvalue;
{

double evaluation;

evaluation=Amplitude[index] *cos((6.28ÆVavelængth)*(Xvalue+x)+Phase)+
LayerElevIindex] +0. 5*Xvalue*Xvalue*EffectiveCuwatu¡e-
Xvalue*TanPhiZero-z;

retum evaluation;
]

l*

fl oat FindRayElevation(Xarc)
float Xarc;
t

lToatZray:,

7t ay = -yñç*y*.* EffectiveCuwature+TanPhiZero* Xarc +z;
retum Zay;

)

fl oat FindWavyDensity(xcoord,zcoord)
float xcoord,zcoord;
{

int i;
float tint,power,alpha,dtint,PointDensity,slope;

WavyZp[0]=0.0;
for(i=1;i<Numlayer;i++) /*--- W¿vy Elevation at index point ---*/
wavyzplil= Aniplitudelil*cos((6.28ÄVavelængth)*xcoord+Phase)+LayerElev[i];

tint=0.0;
i=0;
while(WavyZplil <= zcoord)
{
power-G*BETA*tint;
ãensitylil=(BETA*PNULL /(LayerTemplil+273)) *expþower);
if(i >=(Numlayer- 1)) goto skip;
alpha=(-ayeiTémpli+ il-LayerTemplil)/(Wavyzp[i+ 1]-Wavyzplil);
if(alpha == 0.0)
¿¡i¡¡=(lVavyzp [i+1 ]-WavyZplil)/(LayerTemplil +273.0) ;

else
dtint=log( 1.0+alpha*(WavyZpIi+ 1 ] -Wavyzplil)/(LayerTemplil +273.0))

/alpha;
tint=tint+dtint;
i=i+1;
)
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poweF-G*BETA*rint;
density Ii] =@ETA*PNULU(I-ayeiTemp[i]+273)) *expþower);

skip:
slope=(density[i]-densityli- 1 l)/(WavyZplil-WavyZpli- I l);
PointDensity=(zcoord-WavyZp [i- 1 ] )*slope+densityIi- 1 ] ;
retum PointDensity;

)

fl oat FindEffectiveCuwature(dens)
float dens;

{
float rise,rundtdz,temp,RayCurve,EarthCurve,EffectCurve;

ri se=LayerTemp IUpperlndex] -LayeiTemp II-owerlndex] ;

run=flVavyZp IUpperlndex]-WavyZp[Lowerlndex]) ;

dtdz=rise/run;
æmp= (z-WavyZp fi-owerlndex] ) 

*ri se/run+
LayerTemp ff-owerlndex]+27 3.0;

RayCurve=(dtdz+C *BETA)*ESP*dens'*SinThetâ,(temp*( 1.0+ESP*dens));
EarthCurve=1.0/RE;
EffectCurve=RayCurve-EarthCuwe;
retum Effertcurve;

)

l*

float FindSinTheta(Intersectlndex)
i¡t Intersectlndex;
{

float dzdx,dummy;

dz.dx=- (6.28 lW avelæn gth) *Amplitude[ntersec tlndex] *
sin((6.28llVavelæn gh)*x+Phase);

dummy= 1.0-0.5 *(TanPhiZero-dzdx) * CtanPhiZero-dzdx);
return dummy;

]

void S earchl-ayerQ
{

int i;
fl oat slope[40],MaxSlope,SlopeThreshold,AverageTemp,DTDZ,DeltaH;
double WWb1,WWb2,WWb3,Wv/,kk,nnl,nn2,nn3dummy,dummyI ;

MaxSlope=-20.0;
fodi=1 ;icNuml¿ye¡;i++)
{
slope[i]=(t ayerTemp[i]-LayerTempli- 1i)/

(LayerElev[i] -LayerElevli I l);
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)
IndexH=i- 1

while(slope
{
i=i+l;

]

ifGlopelil > MaxSlope)
MaxSlope=slopelil;

)
SlopeThreshold=MaxSlope2.0;
i=1;
while(slope[i] <= SlopeThreshold)
{
i=i+l;

lil > S lopeTh¡eshold)

IndexAH=i-1;
A +27 3) + (I-ay erT emp [ndexlI] +27 3) )2. 0 ;

27 3) - (LayerTemp I0l+27 3)) I
(LayerElevþdex(lryerElevtlndexHl -LayerElevIul );

WWbl=(9.8 l/AverageTemp)*(DTDZ+9.8 1 *BETA);

DTDZ=((LayerTemplNuml-ayer- 1]
((LayerElev fNumlay er - 1l+27 3)

WWb3=(9.8 l/AverageTemp)*(DTI
v¡w=wwbz2.0;
kk=(6.28AVavelængth)*(6.28AVaveIængth);
nn1=kk*((WWbl^Mw)*(!YWb IAVW)- 1 );
nn2=kk*(oMWb2AilW)*(WWb2AilW)_ 1 );
nn3=kk*(OVWb3¡1MW) *(WWb3AMW)- I );
n 1=sqrt(fabs(nn 1));
n2=sqrt(fabs(nn2));
n3=sqrt(fabs(nn3));

durnmy=sinh(n I *LayerElevIIndexrtl);
fo¡(i=0;i<=IndexH;i++)
{

Amplitudelil=AmpAIFI*sinh(n I *l,aye¡Elevlil)/dummy;

)
dummy=n 1/(n2*tanh(n 1 *LayerElev[Indext{ ));
for(i=IndexH+ 1 ;i<=IndexAH;i++)
{

AverageTemp=((LayerTemp IIndexlll +27 3 )+(-ayerTemp [ndexAII] +27 3 ))/
2.0;

DTDZ=((LayerTempflndexAll] +273)-(LayerTemp [ndextll +27 3))/
((LayerElev[ndexAH]+273)- (Laye¡Elev[ndexHl+273));

WWb2=(9.8 1/AverageTemp)*(DTDZ+9.8 I *BETA);
AverageTemp=((LayerTemp fNumI.ayer- 1 ] +27 3 ) + (.ayerTemp þdexAm +27 3))

/2.0;
'273))/

Amplitudelil =AmpAIII*(cos(n2x(LayerElev[i]-LayerElev[ndexlil))+
dummy*sin(n2*(.ayerElevIi] -LayerElevlIndexFll )));

]
DeltaH=t¿yerElev þdex AIII -LayerElev[Indexll] ;

dummy 1 =AmpAtH*(cos(n2*DeltaÐ+dummy*sin(n2*DelnÐ);
for(i=IndexAH+ 1 ;i<NumLayer;i++)
{

Amplitude[i]dummyl *exp(n3x (.ayerElevlil-LayerElev[ndexAtil));
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)

void PlotWave$
(

int i j,PlotPoints,result;
static int patr[]={-1,-1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1,0,0,-1,0,-1,-1,-1,0};

fl oat Xa¡ray[60],Yanay [60],Ymax,Ymin,Xma¡ker,Ymarker,dx,dy;
static cha¡ menu[1]Jaxislabel[="DISTANCE",Yaxist¿bel[="ELEVATION",

filename[]="IIALOEPSN.PRN" ;
void WriteTide0,DrawAxes0,RayMenu0;

for(i= 1 ;i<Numlayeçi++)
{
for(=0;j<50j++)
GravityWavelilljl=Amplitudelil*cos((6.28/TVavelength)*j*600.0+Phase)+

LayerElev[i];
]

Ymax=LayerElev[Numlayer- 1] +20.0;
Ymin=0.0;

Vy'aveRescale:
WriteTitle(title Xaxislabel,Yaxisl-abel ) ;
DrawAxes(0.0,Ymin,40.0,Ymax,0,0) ;

for(i=0;i<lrlrrml .ayeqi++)

{
XaIraylil =AmPlitudelil'
YarraY[i]=l¿Ys¡llsY¡¡'

)
movabs(&Xarrayt0l,&Yarray[0] );
polycabsfi array,Yanay,&Numlayer);

Xmarkee0.0;
Ymarker=LayerElev [ndexFIJ ;
dx=10.0;
dv=o.o;
movabs(&Xmarker,&Ymarker);
lnrel(&dx,&dy);
Ymarker=layerBlev [ndexAlll ;
movabs (&Xmarker,&Yma¡ker) ;
l¡¡el(&dx,&dy);

Xmarker=10.0;
Ymarker=0.0;
dx=O.0;
dy=Ymax;
movabs(&Xmarker, &Ymarker) ;

lnrel(&dx,&dy);
for(i= 1 ;i<Numlayer;i++)
{
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for(=0j<50;j++)
(

Xarray [j] =(fl oat)j *0.6+ 1 0.0;
YanaYfi l=GravitYWave[i j Û] ;

)
movabs(&Xanay [0],&Yarray[0]);
PlotPoints=50;
polycabs(Xarray,Yarray,&PlotPoints);

)
RayMenuQ;

NextWaveMenu:
scanf("7os",menu);
if(result=strcmpi(menu,"s") == $¡
{

closegraphics0;
prind("ENTER NEW Y-ÆCS LOWER LIMIT (in m\n");
scanf("7of ',&Ymin);
prinf("ENTER NEW Y-ÆCS UPPER LMrr (in m)\t");
sca¡f("7of ',&Ymax);
goto WaveRescale;

]
else if(result=strcmpi(menu,"p") == 0)
{

seçm(frlename);
selpartr(pattr);
gp¡int0;
goto NextWaveMenu;

)
else

closegraphics0;
)

void ReadData0
/* -_-_____----____

. READ INPUT DATA FROM SPECIFIED FILE
- A NEW LAYER IS CREATED IF OBSERVER ELEVATION IS NOT AT TFIE GTVEN
LAYERS ELEVATON

fl oat dum-ele[50],dum-temp[50] ¡ise¡un;
char indata[10];
int ij;
FILE *in;

prinf("NAME OF INPUT DATA ttILE:\t");
scanf("7os",indata);
in=fopen(indata,"r");
fscanf (in, " 7ofVr ", &ObserverElevation);

fscanf(in, "7of\r ",&KmS tep);
MeterStep=1000.0*I(mStep;

fscanf(in, "7oô¡r",&P¡intlnterval) ;
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fscanf(in,"7of\n",&MaxHorizon) ;
fscanf(in, "7ofur",&MaxElevation);
fscanf(in, "7od\n",&NumberofRay) ;

for(i=0;icNumber0fRay;i++)
fscanf(in, "7añr ",&anglelil ) ;

for(i=0;i<NumberofRay;i++) /* convert angle to rad */
RadianAn gle [i] = n eleli) / 3 437 .7 47 ;

fgets(title,80,in);
prinÉ("7os\n",title);
fscanf(in, " 7od\n ",&NumI-ayer);
for(i=0; i<NumLayer;i++)

f scanf(n," Vof Vaf\r ",&dum-ele [i],&dum-temp[i] ) ;

fscanf(in, " 7ofur",&AmpAtFÐ;
fscanf(in," 7ofur",&Phase);

Phase=Phase*3.14161180.0: l* Convert to Radian */
fscanf(in, "7ofur ",&Wavetængth) ;

/*======== create a new layer at observer elevation if required =========*/

for(i=0;i<Numlayer;i++)
{

if(ObserverElevation == dum-ele[i])
{

Observerlndex=i;
for(=0j < NumlaYe¡j++)
{
LayerElevljl=dum-ele[] ;
LayerTemp[j] dum-temp [j]'

]
]
else if(ObserverElevation<dum-ele[i])
{

Observerlndex=i;
Numlayer=Numlayer+ I;
for(=0i<NumlaYeçj++)
{

if(<Observerlndex)
{
LaYerElev[j]=dum-ele[i] ;
LaYelTemP[] =dum-temP[j] ;

]
else if( == Observerlndex)
{

LayerElev [j ] =ObserverElevation;
risedum-ele[j]-dum-ele[i- 1 ] ;

run=dum_temp[]-dum-tempü- I l;
LayeiTemp[j]=LayerTemp[j- l] +(ObserverElevation-

dum-eleU - 1 I )*rudrise;
l
else
{

LayerElev[j] dum-ele[i- 1 ] ;
LayeiTempÜl =dum-temP[j- 1] ;
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]
goto finish;

l
I l*--------- end of i loop ---------*'/

finish:
if(MaxElevation > LayerElev[Numlayer- 1])

MaxElevation=LayerElev[Numlayer- 1];
fclose(in);

l

void PrintRayFileQ
{

int k, i;
FILE *ray;

ray=fopen(!rrayf'rle","w");
fprintf (ray, " 7o s\r ",title) ;
fprintf(ray," 7od\n",NumberofRay);
for(k=O; k<Numberof Ray ; k++)
t
þrintf(ray, "7od\n ",NumPoint[k] );
fo¡(i=0;i<=NumPointIk] ;i++)

þintf(ray," Vo10.2f Vo10.4f 7o 10.2tut",X-RayPlotlil ß1,
Z-RayPlotlil [k],anglelkl) ;

]
fclose(ray);

)

void PrintTioutFileQ
{

int k, i;
FILE *out;

out=fopen("tiout", "a");
fprintf(out,"HORlZONTAL STEP SIT.E = 7of KnV",I(mStep);
þrinf(out,"OBSERVER ELEVATION = 7of m\n",ObserverElevation);
fo¡(k=0;k<=NumPointlkl ;k++)
{
þrintf(out,"IMTIAL RAY ANGLE = 7of ARCMII,[\¡t",angle[k]);
for(i=0; i<Number0f Ray;i++)
fprintf(out,"pts=7o2d x=VolÙ.2f z=7o10.4f'tt",i,X-RayPlotlillkl,

Z_RayPlotlillkl);
]

fclose(out);
]
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void TC-cuwe0
t

int k,object_interval,tc-ans ;
fl oat distance,TC_distance¡ise,slope,ext_disq
FILE *tc;

num_TC=O;
tc=fopen("tiout.tc", "w");

þrinf(¡g,"**'* TRANSFER CHARÄCTERSITIC **tu\n")'
fprintf (tc, " 7o ñr ",title) ;

fprinf(rc,"OBSERVER ELEVATION = 7oñr",ObserverElevation);
þrintf(tc,"HORZONTAL STEP SIZE = 7of KmV",KmStep);

next: num-TC=num-TC+1;
prinf("DISTANCE FOR WHICH TC IS REQUIRED (in Km) tut");
scanf("7of ',&distance);

ApparentElevation[num-TC] [k]=ObserverElevation+1 000.0*TC-distance*
tan(RadianAngle[k]);

if (NumPoi¡ t[k] <obj ect_inærval)
{
rise=Z-RayPlotfNumPointlkll [k]-Z-RayPlot[NumPointlk] - I I [k] ;
if(rise < 0.0)
ObjectElevationlnum-TCl [k]=0.0;

else
{
slope=rise/(MeærS tep *Printlnterval) 

;

exLdist=(1 000.0xTC-distance-X-RayPlotfNumPointlkll [k] )*slope;
ObjectElevationlnum-Tcl [k] =Z-RayPlot[NumPointß]l [k]+ext-dist:

ObjectElevation [num-TC] [t
fpnnf(tc," 7o10.2f Vo10.2f\n

ApparentElevation In''m-
]
prind("IS ANOTHER TC REQLIRED ? (0=NOln");
scanf("%d",&tc-ans);
íf(tc-ans != 0)
goto next;

fclose(tc);

)
)
else

)

printf("TC WILL BE FOLJND FOR DISTANCE OF 7of Km\n",TC-distance)
iprintf(c,"TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC FOL]ND AT Tof Km\n\n",TC-distance);

for(k=0;k<NumberOfRay;k++)

void WriteTitle(titleXaxislabel,YaxisLabel)
char titlefl, Xaxisl-abelfi, Yaxislabel[;
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int mode, path;
float x1, x2,yl,y2, tx, ty, height, width, aspect, iheight, offset;
staric char deviceU="HALOFIERC.DEV", fonmame¡="¡1,4LO104.FNT";

setdev(device);
mode=0;
closegraphics0;
initgraphics(&mode) ;

x 1=0.0; y I =0.0; x2=640.0; y2=200.0;
setworld(&x 1,&y l,&x2,&y2);

inqsize(title,&height,&r¡¡idth);
tr=(x2-width)/2.0;
W=192.0;
movrcurabs(&or,&ty);
btext(title);

sedont(fontname);
height=15.0;
aspect=1.3;
path=1;
setstex(&height &aspect,&path);
inqssize(Yaxislabel,&iheight,&width,&offset);
¡y=((y2-width)/2.0)+45.0;
o<=30.0;
movrcurabs(&¡<,&ty);
stext(Yaxislabel);

height=10.0;
path=0;
aspect=3.0;
setstext(&height,&aspect,&path);
inqstsize(Xaxislabel,&iheight,&width,&offset); /* write x axis lable */
u<=(x2-width)i2.0;
tY=25.0;
movæurabs(&s,&ty);
stext(XaxisLabel);

deltcurQ;
]

void DrawAxes(xorgin,yorgin,xmax,ymax,grid,type)
fioat xorgin, yorgin, xmax, ymax;
int grid, rype;
{

int i, border, black, index;
float x1, x2,yl,y2, newxl, newy1, newx2, newy2, dx, dy,

Xunit, Yunit, Xtext, Ytext, Xma¡k, Yma¡k,
Xorgin, Yorgin, Xmax, Ymax, value;
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static char labells], unitlU="(Km)", unit2[="(m)";

x1=0.05; y1=0.05; x2=0.99: y2=0.80, border=1; black=-1;
sewiewport(&x 1,&y1,&x2,&y2,&border,&black);

Xorgin=xorgin;
Yorgin=yorgin;
xmax=xmax;
ymax=ymax;
¡ç¡¡¡¡=fi max-Xorgin)/10.0;
Yr¡Irit=(Ymax-Yorgin)/1 0.0;

x1=0.0; y|=0.0; x2=215; y2=108;
setworld(&x1,& y 1,&x2,&y2);

dx=0.0;
if@dd == 0) /'* grid=O ==> no grid */

dY=-l'5;
else
{

dY=108;
index=3;
setlnstyle(&index);

)
Xmark= 15.0;
Yma¡k=8.0;
Xtext=-10.0;
Ytext=1.0;
fo¡(i=O;i<=10;i++)
{

movabs(&Xmark,&Yma¡k) ;
lnrel(&dx,&dy);
Xtext=Xtext+20.0;
movtcurabs(&Xtext &Ytex|; /* along X axis */
value=Xorgin+(fl oat)i*Xunit;
gcvt(value,4,label);

if(i == 10)

t
Xtext=Xtext-6.0;
movtcurabs(&Xtext &Ytext);
if(type == 0) /* type-{ ray plot else tc plot */

btext(unitl);
else

btex(unit2);
)
else
btext(label);

Xmark=Xmark+20.0;

l

dY=0.0;
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if($id == 0)
dx=-1.5;

else
{

dx=215;
index=3;
setlnstyle(&index);

)
Xma¡k= 15.0;
Yma¡k=8.0;
Xtext=1.0;
Ytext=-3.8;
for(i=0;i<=10;i++)
{

movabs(&Xmark,&Ymark) ;
l¡rel(&dx,&dy);
Ytext=Ytext+10.0;
movtcurabs(&Xtext,&Ytext);
value=Yorgin+(fl oat)i*Yunit;
gcvt(vaIue,4,label);

if(i == 10)
(

Ytext=Ytext-3.0;
movtcurabs(&Xtext &Ytext);
btext(unit2);

btext(label);
Yma¡k=Yma¡k+10.0;

)
deltcur0;
index=1;
setlnstyle(&index);

x 1 =0. 1 1 7; y I =0.05; x2=0.99 : y2=0.7 43, border= 1 ; black=- 1 ;

setviewport(&x1,&y l,&x2,&y2,&border,&black);

setworld(&Xorgin,&Yorgin,&)(max,&Ymax);

]
else

)

void RayMenuQ
{

int i, border, black;
float xl, x2, yl, y2, a, ry;
static char lisill]="Q=Qurr P=PRINT SCREEN G=GRID ON/OFF";
staticcharIisOI="N=NEWTC T=PREVIOUSTC S=SCALE";

x 1 =0.05; y 1 =0.90; x2=0.99 ; y24.99 : borde¡= 1 ; black=- I ;
sewiewport(&x 1,&y1,&x2,&y2,&border,&black);
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x1=0.0; y1=0.0; x2=220; y2-40;
setworld(&x 1,&y L,&x2,&y2);

ty=23.0; tx=5.0'
movtcurabs(&u<,&ty);
btext0istl);
tY=6'0;
movrcurabs(&q,&ry);
btext(list2);

deltcur0;

x1=0.0; y1=0.0; x2=1.0; y2=1,0;
setviewport(&x 1,&y l,&x2,&y2,&black,&black);

l

void TcMenu0
{

int i, border, black;
float x1, x2, yl, y2, tx, ty;
static charlistl[="P=PRINTSCREEN G=CRID ON/Off Q=QUTI ";
staticcharlist2[="R=LASTRAYPLOT O=ORG. RAYPLOT N=NEWTC S=SCALE";

x 1 =0.05; y 1 =0.90; x2=0.99 ; y24.99 ; border= I ; black=- 1 ;
setviewport(&x 1,&y1,&x2,&y2,&bo¡der,&black);

x1=0.0; y1=0.0; x2=220; y2=40;
setworld(&x 1,&y l,&x2,&y2);

ty=23.0; tx=5.0;
movrcurabs(&o<,&ty);
btext(listl);
tY=6.0;
movtcurabs(&ot,&ty);
btext0isO);

deltcurQ;

xl=0.0; y1=0.0; x2=1.0: y2=1.0;
setviewport(&x 1,&yl,&x2,&y2,&black,&black);

I

PlotRayTracing(indicator)
int indicato¡:
{

int type, resul¡ i, k, PlotPoints;
statiõ int pattr[]={-1,-1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1,0,0,-1,0,-1,-1,-1,0);
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float Xarray[50], Yarray[50], UpperRoundOffQ;
static char menu[ 1], filename[]="HALOEPSN.PRN",

Xaxislabelû="OBJECT DISTANCE", YaxisLabel[="ELEVATION";
void WriteTitle0, DrawAxesQ, RayMenuQ;

rype=o; ¡'* ¡ype=o :ray plot */
if(indicator != 0)

goto RayRescale; /* indicator4 ==> old ray plot */
gridRaY=0;
xorginRay=0.0;
YorginRaY=0.0;
xmaxRay=Ma;<FJorizo¡y'1 000.0;
YmaxRaY=0.0;
for(k=0;k<NumberOfRay;k++)
{

for(i=0;i<=NurnPointIk] ;i++)
{

if(Z-RayPlotlil [k] > ymaxRay)
ynaxRay=Z-RayPlotlil [k] ;

I
)
]maxRay=UppsrRoundOf f (ymaxRay) ;

RayRescale:
WriteTitle(titleXaxisLabel,Yaxislabel) ;

DrawAxes(xorginRay,yorginRay,xmaxRay,ymaxRay,g¡idRay,rype) ;

for(k=0;k<NumberOfRay;k++)
{

fo¡(i=0;i<=NumPointlkl ;i++)
{

Xa¡raylil=X-RayPlotlil [k]/1 000.0;
Yarray[i] =l-ft ¿yPlotlil [k] ;

]
movabs(&Xanay[0],&Ya¡ray[0]);
PlotPoints=NumPoint[k] + I ;
polycabs(Xarray,Yarray,&PlotPoints) ;

)

RayMenu0;
RayNexMenu:

scanf("7os",menu);
if(result=strcmpi(menu,"g") == g¡

{
closegraphicsQ;
if(gndRaY == S¡

SidRaY=1;
else

gridRaY=Q;
goto RayRescale;

)
else if(result=sncmpi(menu,"s") == 0)
{
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close$aphics0;
prinf("ENTER NEW X-Ð(IS LOWER LIMIT (in l(m\n");
scanf (" 7of ',&xorginRay) ;
printf("ENTER NEW X-AXIS LJPPER LIMIT (in Km)V");
scanf(" 7of ',&xmaxRay) ;
prinÉ("ENTER NEW Y-AXIS LOWER LIMIT (in m)V");
scanf (" 7of ',&yorginRay) ;
printf("ENTER NEW Y-AXIS UPPER LIMIT (in m)h");
scanf(" 7of ',&ymaxRay);

goto RayRescale;
]
if(result=strcmpi(menu,"p") == Q¡

{
seçm(filename);
setpatE(patrr);
gprint0;
goto RayNexMenu;

)
else if(result=strcmpi(menu,"q") == 0)
(

return(0);
]
else if(result=strcmpi(menu, "n") == Q)

{
retum(l);

)
else if(result=strcmpi(menu,'t") == 0)
{

return(2);
)
else

¡eturn(1);
)

f loat UpperRoundOff (InpuNumber)
float InputNumber;
{

float OuçuNumber, count, remainder;

if(remainder=fmod(InputNumber, 10.0) == g.g¡

OutputNumbee InputNumbeç
else
{

count=0.0;
if(InputNumber > 0.0)
{

while(lnputNumber >= 10.0)
{

InputNumber=lnputNumber- 1 0.0;
count=count+1.0;

)
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if(InputNumber >5.0)
OuçutNumber=(count+1.0)* 1 0.0;

else
OuçutNumber=count* i0.0+5.0;

)
else
{

while(InputNumber <= -10)
{

InputNumber=InputNumber+ 10.0;
count=count+1.0;

)
if(InputNumber < -5.0)

OutputNumber=- 10.0*(count+ 1.0);
else

OutputNumber=- I 0.0*count+5.0;
]

]
¡etum OutputNumber;

]

fl oat LowerRoundOff(InpuNumber)
float InputNumbeç
{

float OutputNumber, count, remainder;

if(remainder=fmod(InputNumber, 10.0) == 6.9¡
OutputNumber InputNumber;

else
{

count=0.0;
if(InputNumber > 0.0)
{

while(InputNumbe¡ >= 10.0)
{

InputNumber=InputNumb€r- 1 0.0;
count=count+ 1 .0;

]
if(InputNumber < 5.0)

OutputNumber-count* 1 0.0;
else

OutputNumbel=count* 10.0+5.0;
]
else
{

while(nputNumber <= - 10)

{
InputNumber=InputNumber+ 1 0.0;
count=count+1.0;

)
if(InputNumber < -5.0)
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OuçutNumber=- 10.0*(count+1.0);
else

OuçutNumber=- 10.0*count+5.0;
)

]
retum OutpuNumber;

)

PlotTcCuwes(IcS elector)
int TcSelecto¡;
{

Xaxislabel[]="Z(object)", Yaxislabel[]="z(apparent)',
void WriteTitle0, DrawAxes0, RayMenu0;

for(i= I ;i<=num_TC;i++)
{

tfpe=1;
if(TcSelector != 0)

goto TcRescale;
gridTc=0;
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DrawAxes(xorginTc,yorginTc,xmaxTc,ynaxTc,gridTc,type) ;
XlineS tan=xmaxTc-(xmaxTc-xorginTc)/S.0;
XlineEnd=XlineS tart+(xmaxTc-xorginTc)/1 0.0;
XnoteS tan=XlineEnd+(xmaxTc-xorginTc)25. 0;
Ymove=(ymaxTc-yorginTc)/1 6.0;

"*"5 
¡¿¡1=yorgrnTc+Ymove2.0;

Ynotes tafi =yorginTc+Ymovd4.0 ;

Linelndex= 1 ;
for(i= 1 ;i<=num_TC;i++)
{

setlnsryle(&Linelndex);
for(k=0;k<NumberofRay;k++)
{

Xarray[k]=ObjectElevation[i] ßl ;
Yanay[k]=App¡BntElevationlil [k] ;

]
movabs(&Xanayl0],&Yanay[0]);
polylnabs(Xanay,Yarray,&NumberOfRay);

movabs(&Xlinestaí,&Ylinesøt);
lnabs(&XlineEnd,&YlineStart);
movtcurabs(&Xnotestart &Ynotestart);
gcvt(TcDist[i],4,note);
btex(note);
YnoteS ta¡t=YnoteS tan+Ymove;
Ainesurt=YlineS tart+Ymove;

Linelndex=Linelndex+1 ;
if(Linelndex > 3)
{

Linelndex=1;
width=3;
setlnwidth(&width);

]
)
Linelndex=1;
setln style(Linelndex);
width=1;
setlnwidttr(&width);

TcMenu0;
TcNextMenu:

scanf("7os",menu);
if(result=strcmpi(menu,"g") == 0)
{

closegraphicsQ;
if(g¡idTc == 0)

gridTc=l;
else

gridTc=0;
goto TcRescale;

]
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else if(result=stcmpi(menu,"s") == Q)

{
closegraphicsQ;
printf("ENTER NEW X-ÐCS LOWER LIMIT (in m\n");
scanf(" 7of ',&xorginTc);
printf("ENTER NEW X-ÆCS UPPER LIMIT (in m)h");
scanf(" 7of ',&xmaxTc) ;
prind("ENTER NEW Y-AXIS LOWER LIMIT (in m\n");
scanf("7of ',&yorginTc) ;
printf("ENTER NEIV Y-AXIS LJPPER LIMIT (in m)V");
scanf ("7of ',&ymaxTc);
goto TcRescale;

)
else if(result=strcmpi(menu,"p") == Q)

{
setpm(filename);
selpattr(paur);
gprint0;
goto TcNexMenu;

l
else if(result=srcmpi(menu,"q") == 0)
{

retum(0);
]
else if(result=strcmpi(menu,"n") == 0)
{

ietum( 1);

)
else if(result=srcmpi(menu,"r") == Q¡

{
retum(2);

)
else if(result=strcmpi(menu,"o") == Q)

{
return(3);

)
else

retum (0);
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t{
0.25
I

20000.0
i00.0
30

0.
0.5
1.
1.5
2.
2.5

3.5
4.
4.5
5.
5.5
6.
6.5
1

7.5
8.
8.5
9.
9.5
10.
10.5
11.
11.5
12.
13.s
t4.
14.5
.PROFILE JO4

36
0.0 -2.39
2.48 -2.0
5.5 -1.83
8.0 -t.62
10.0 -1.43
11.75 -1.20
13.5 -0.92
15.0 -0.63
16.5 -0.30
18.0 0.09
19.0 0.37
20.0 0.67
21.0 0.99

Input Data to "Ray Tracing" Program (io4)

: Observer Elevation (m)
: Parabolic ray arc step size in x-direction (I(m)
: Interval between data poins of light ray to be printed (Knr)
: Maximum limit of ray in x-direction (m)
: Ma.:rimum limit of ray in z-direction (m)
: Number of rays to be traced (maximum 30)
: Initial ray angle (minute)

ll

ii

(SMOOTI{ED PROFILE OF JOSA83)' : Title of the graph
: Number of data point in the temperature profile (maximum 50)
: Elevation (m) -- Amospheric æmperature (C)
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22.0 1.33
23.0 1.69
24.0 2.08
25.0 2.s0
25.9 2.90
26.7 3.30
27.4 3.70
28.07 4.10
28.7 4.50
29.3 4.90
29.8 5.30
30.3 5.70
30.7s 6.00
31.25 6.30
31.8 6.60
32.7 6.90
33.7 6.90
34.9 7.50
36.5 7.72
38.0 7.81
40.2 7.85
44.5 7.87
50.0 7.87

2,0
45.0
15000.0

: Gravity wave amplitude W¡¡ (at z=Ð (m)
: Gravity wave phase (degree)

: Gravity wave length I (m)
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I IPHAM JOB',,,L=4,T=3M','JM3'
// EXEC FORTTCLG,P=D
/ÆORT.SYSIN DD *
c
C INVERSION OF MIRAGE DATA PROGRAM:
C THIS PROGRAM WILL FIND A SET OF FOURIER SERIES COEFFICIENTS
C REPRESENTING THE ATMOSPTIERIC TEMPERATURE PROFILE
C WHICH MINIMIZE THE SI.JM OF SQUARE ERRORS BETWEEN GWEN
C TRANSFER CFIARACTERISTIC AND FOURIER SERIES GENERATED
C TRANSFER CFIARACTERISTIC USING OPTIMIZATION METHOD OF
C ROSEN BROCK METHOD OF ROTATING COORDINATES
c
c
c

COMMON ûDATA"/ ZONE,DU,IPRT,)ß,Í AX,RVMAX,MHI,PHINTT(25),N,
*æ(50),DrsT,PERrOD,TP(50),MM,DR(5O),IFLAG
coMMoN/rour/rN, ro, ID
DTMENSTON U(10,10), V(10,10), W(10,10), S(10), D(10)
DMENS rON rS( 1 0), rF( 1 0), EXrr(2), x( I 0), XO( 1 O),DZOB J (2s)
INTEGER M,NFEMAX,KEXIT,NND(,IN,IO,NIJM,HARMO
REAL ALPFIA,BETA,STEP
IN=1
IO=6
NMx=10
READ(IN,*)ID
READ(IN,*)M
READ(IN,*XXO(I),I= 1,M)
READ(IN,*)NUM
READ (IN,*XDZOB J(I),I= l,NUM)

c
READ(3,*)ZONE
READ(3,*)DU
READ(3,104)IPRT
READ(3,*)XMAX
READ(3,*)RVMAX
READ(3,104)NPHr

104 FORMAT(r4)
READ(3,*XPHINTT(I) J= 1'NPHI)
READ(3,104)N
READ(3,*XZP(J),J=1,N)
READ(3,*)DIST
READ(3,*)PERIOD

c
NFEMÆK=100
KEXIT=1
ALPHA=2.00
BETA=0.50
STEP=O.1
EXIT(1)=0.1
EXIT(2)=o.1
IFLAG=0
CALL RSNBRK(XO,M,NMX,STEP,ALPHA,BETA,NFEMAX,EXIT,KEX]T,DZOB J)
wRrrE(ro,100)

100 FORMAT(¿1X,'TTIE OPTIMUM FOURIER POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS ARE:'
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c
c

*J)
DO 8I=1,M

8 WRITE(rO,120)r,XO(Ð
120 FORMAT(20X,'X0(',I1,)=',F16.9,/)

WRrTE(rO,*)'TEMPERATLJRE PROFTLE AND TC Cr.rRVE :',

DO 22 J=l,N
22 WRmE(6,*)æ(J),TP(J)

IFLAG=1
CALL zuNCT(FJO,NFE,DZOBJ,FO,M)
STOP
END

SUBROUTINE RSNBRK(XO,M,NlvD(,STEP,ALPHA,BETA,NFEMAX,EXIT,
+ KEXTT,DZOBJ)

C ID :DEBUGPARAMETER
C O NO PRINT-OUTWILL BE GIVEN,
C 1 LIMITED PRINT.OUT \VILL BE GIVEN,
C 2 FI,JLL PRINT.OI,-TT WILL BE GTVEN.
C M : NUMBEROFVARIABLES,
C
C ALPHA:EXPANSIONFACTOR(3.0ISRECOMENDED).
C BETA :PENALTY FAGTOR FOR FAILURE (0.5 IS RECOMENDED).
C NFEMX: NUMBER OFMAXMLIMFLJNCTIONEVALUAION.
C STEP : INTTIALSTEPSIZE(0.1 IS RECOMENDED).
C KEXIT: EXIT CRITERIA OPTION
C 1 TO Ð(IT WTITI TTTE IMPROVEMENT OF THE FI.INCTION VALUE.
C 2TOE)CTROOTMEANSQUAREOFTIIEIMPROVEMENTSINALL
C DIRECTIONS.
C ÐOT: EXIT CRTTERTA VECTOR
C IST ELEMENT IS TO USE WTTH K=l
C 2ND ELEMENT IS TO USE WTITI K=2.

coMMoN /ror.rTlrNro,rD
DTMENSTON U(10,10),V(10,10),W(10, 10),S(10),D(10),rF(10),

+ rs(10)xo( 10),x(10),ExrT(2),DzoBJ(1 s)
INTEGER M,NMX,KEXTT,NFEMAX
REAL ALPHA,BETA,STEP,FO
r gD.GE.O) WRITE (IO, 120) ID,M,ALPHA,BETA,NFEMAX,KEXIT,
+ STEP,@XIT(D,I=1,2)
rF (rD.GE.0) WRrTE (rO,130) (XO(D,r=1M)
DO 20 J=l,M
DO 10 I=1,M
u(I,D=0.0

10 S(I)=STEP
20 u(J,I)=l.0

NFE=0
FO=100000.0
CALL FUNCr(FXO,NFE,DZOBJ,FO,M)
FO=F

30 rF (ID.LT.2) GO TO 50
DO40 I=1,M

40 IF (ID.GE.2) WRITE (IO,140) I,(U(I,J),J=1,M)
50 IF (rD.GE.1) THEN

wRrTE (ro,150) NFE,FO
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DO 52 I=l,M
s2 wRrrE(ro,151)xo(r)

END IF
151 FORMAT(7X,F16.9)

CALL RSRCH(FO,XO,X,U,S,D,IF,IS,M,NMX,ALPHA,BETA,NFE,DZOBJ)
IF (NFE.GT.NFEMAX) ID=2
IF (NFE.GT.(NFEMAX+20)) GO TO 90
SUM=O.0
DO 60 I=l,M

ó0 SUM=SUM+D(I)*D(Ð
ST=SQRT(SUlvf/Ia)
rF (KEXrr.EQ.1) GO rO 70
rF (sr.LT,EXrr(2) CO rO 100
GOTO 80

70 rF (ABS(FO-Ð.LT.EXIT(1)) GO TO 100
80 CALL ROTATE(t'J,V,W,D,M,NIvD()

IF (ID.GE.2) WRITE (IO,160) (D(Ð,J=l,M)
IF (ID.GE.2) wRrrE GO,170) (S(I),J=1,M)
GO rO 30

90 rF (rD.GE.0) WRrTE (rO,r80) FO,NFE
GO TO 110

100 rF (ID.GE.o) WRITE (rO,190) FO,NFE
110 DO 112 I=1,M
r12 WRrTE (rO,200) XO(r)

RETURN
120 FORMAT (1H1 / / tX,1 0(' -')12X,'ROSENBROCK METHOD OF ROTATTNG 

"'CO-OR+DINATES 7 1 x,70('-')///5x,'INPUT DArA : 75X, 1 I ('-)//SX,'ID =',13 /
+5X,'M =',I3l5X,'ALPH A=',F 6.21 5X,' BET A =',F 6.2 / 5K,'NFEMX=',I3|5X
+,'KEXIT=',I3l5X,'STEP =',F5.2/5x,'ExIT =',F10.7/1 1X,F10.7 l)

130 FORMAT (3F16.9,¿3F16.9 J4Ft6.9)
140 FORMAT (2X,'U(,I2,')=',10F10.6)
150 FORMAT (/2X,'NFE=',Ia,2X,'FO="F16.7)
160 FORMAT (2X,'D(Ð=',10F10.5)
170 FORMAT (2X,'S(J)=',10F10.ó)
180 FORMAT (//1X,'PROCRAM STOPPED AT F=',F16.7"/1X,'BECAUSE OF EXCESS

+FUNCTION EVAIUATIONS. NFE=',I3|/)
190 FORMAT (//1X,'MINIMUM FUNCTïON VALUE OF',,Ft6.7lzx,',rs FOLTND rN 

"+I4,' FUNCTION EVALUATIONS AT'/)
200 FoRMAT (2x,'X=',F16.9)

END

suB RourrNE RsRcH(Fo"xo,x,u,s,D,rF,rs,M,NMx,ALPHA,BETA,NFE,
+DZOBÐ
COMMON/IOUT/IN,IO,ID
DTMENSTON U(10, 10),xO(10),x(10),S(10),D(10),rF( 10),rS(10),

+ DZOBJ(I5)
INTECER NFE,M,NÀD(
REAL ALPHA,BETA,F,FO
DO 10J=1,M
IS(J)=0
IF(Ð=0

10 D(J)=0.0
20 Do 60 J=l,M

c
c
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c
C

DO 30 I=1,M
30 x(I)=xo(I)+s(Ð*u(J,I)

CALL FUNCT(F,X,NFE,DZOBJ,FO,M)
IF (ID.GE.2) WRITE (Io,80)J,NFE,F,(X(I),I=1,M)
IF (F.LE.FO) GO TO 40
IF (IS(J).EQ.1) IF(Ð=1
S(Ð=-es1¿x5,r,
GO TO 60

40 IS(Ð=1
D(Ð=D(Ð+s(Ð
S(I)=ALPHA*S(J)
FO=F
DO 50 I=1,M

50 xo(D=x(I)
60 CONTINIJE

DO 70 J=l,M
70 rF (rF(Ð*rs(J).EQ.0) GO TO 20

RETURN
80 FORMAT (lzxil=',12,2X,'NFE=',I3,2X,'F=',F13.7 l2X;x=',10F10.5)

END

S I.]BROUTINE ROTATE(U,V,W,D,M,NND()
DTMENSTON U(10,10),w(10,10),v(10,10),D(10)
INTEGERM,NMX
DO 10I=l,M

10 V(M,I)=D(l\4)*U(M,Ð
DO 30 J=2,M
K=M-J+1
K1=K+l
DO20 I=l,M

20 v(K,I)=D(K)'r'U(K,I)+v(K1,I)
30 CONTTNUE

SQ=0'0
DO40 I=l,M
w(1,I)=v(1,Ð

40 SQ=SQ+W(1,I)**2
RSQ=t.675qPt,tO,
DO 50 I=1,M

50 u(1,I)=W(1,I)*RSQ
DO 110 J=2,M
SQ=O'o
DO 60 I=l,M

60 w(J,Ð=v(J,D
K=J-1
DO 80 L=1,K
SUM=O.0
DO 70I=1,M

70 SUM=SUM+V(J,I)*U(L,D
DO 80 I=1,M

80 w(J,I)=v¿1¡,9-5UM*U(L,I)
DO90I=1,M

90 SQ=SQ+W(I,I)**2
RSQ=t.675q¡t,ta
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c
c
c
c
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

DO 100 I=1,M
100 u(J,D=w(J,I)*RSQ
110 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

TC59 RAY TRACING BY PARABOLIC ARCS - INCL. TC

WRITTENBYW. LEHN

TJPDATED FEB 1986

SUBSCRIPI I REFERS TO DR AT Z = 0 ETC.
DR = DENSITY
ENTER INMALRAY ANGLES, PHINTT(Ð, IN ARCMINUTES
ENTERSTEPSIZE DU INKM
ENTER TEMP PROFILE TP IN CELSruS
NEW ORIGIN IS TAKEN EACH TIME A NETV LAYER IS ENTERED
EVERY NTI{ POINT IS PRINTED, WHERE N = IPRT

SI,JBROUTINE FUNCT(F,XO,NFE,DZOBJ,FO,M)

DOI.]BLE PRECISION DSIN,DCOS,DATAN,DTAN,DSQRT,DSIGN
DOUB LE PRECIS ION PHI,PHIR,THETA,RELEV,ZRAY,ZU,ZL
DOUBLE PRECTSTON W,DW,WDOTX,ß,XORXKM,Z,ZZ
DOUBLE PRECISION RAD,RE,ROOTI,ROOT2
DOUBLE PRECISION SG,SG2,SÍX,VERTXVERT,ZW,ZLV
INTEGER NFE,MN,HARMO
REAL LBDRY, TEMP, F, FO,TWOPI
CHARACTER*8o ATMTYP,VPLOT
DTMENSTON XDUM(1000),RDI.JM(1 000)
DTMENSTON PFtr(500),PHrR(2s),2(s00)
DTMENSTON XV( 101,25),RV(101,2s),NPTS(25),rPrS(2s)
DTMENSTON APELEV(25,25),MTC(25),XO(10),DZOBJ(25),A'(4),8(4)
COMMON ÂDATATZONE,DU,IPRTJG,IAX,RVMAX,MHI,PHINTT(25),N,
*zP(50),DrsT,PERrOD,TP(50),MM,DR(50),IFLAG
z(1)=29IIE
TWOPI=6.2831
DATA RE/6.37D06/

CALCULATE TP(Ð FROM INTERGRAL OF FOI.JRIER SERIES

HARMO=(M_l)/2
AO=XO(1)
DO 1I=I,HARMO
A(I)=xO(I+1)

c
c
c
c
c
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B(t)=XO(I+1+HARMO)
DO2 J=1,N
SUMA=0.0
SUMB=0.0
DO3 K=l,HARMO
TERMA=A(K) *PERIOD * SIN(TWOPI*K*ZP(Ð/PERIOD)/(|IVOPI* K)
SUlvl{=SUilL{+TERMA

J
a

c
c

TERMB=_B (K) *PERIOD *COS CTWOPI*K*æ(Jy?ERIOD)/(TWOPI*K)
SLIMB=SLJMB+TERMB
TP(J)=AO*z'(Ð*0. 5+S UMA+SUMB

IF(RVMAX.GT.ZP(¡Ð) RVlvf Ax=zP(¡Ð
80 CONTINI,JE

CALLDENS

COI{VERSION OF INPUT ANGLES TO RADIANS
DO40 L=1,NPHI
PHIR(L) =Prilhln L) I 3 437 .7 47 D0

40 CONTINUE
LIM=NPHI
DX=1000.*DU

DO300 K=I,LIM
K = RAY NUMBER

NPrS(K)=1
XOR=O.0
XINIT=DX
PHI(1)=PHtr{(K)
xv(1,K)=0.0
RV(1,K)=Z(1)

KK=1
RELEV=Z(1)
zsT=z(r)
XDUM(1)=0.0
CALL LOC(RELEV,I.]BDRY,LBDRY,LU,LDEC)

* * * * * *,* ** * * * {r r( rr *l. 
'1. 

* '* * {. t * *,* * ¡l( *,È

DO210 J=1,500
CALL RADruS GU,LDEC,RAD)
X=)ilNTI
HU=ZP(LU)
HL=ZP(LDEC)

I

DO200 I=1,500
2¡¡y=-¡(*X/(2.*RAD)+DTAN(PHI(J))*X+zST
zu=HLf-X*V(2.*RE)
,¡=¡¡¡_¡,*¡/(2.*RE)
RELEV=HL+(ZRAY-ZL)

c
c

c
c

c

C
c
c

c
c
c
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IF(RELEV.GE.RVIvÍAX) GO TO 10
ccl
c
C VERTEXTEST
c

SG=DSIGN(1.DO,PHI(J)

ISG=IDINT(SG)
SLX=DATANCX/RAD+DTAN(PHI(Ð) -DATAN(-XIRE)
SG2=DSIGN(1.D0,SLX)
ISLX=IDINT(Sc2)
IF(ISG.NE.ISI)() TÉIEN

IF(ISG,EQ.1) THEN
vERT=_0. 5D0*RE*R.I{n* @)TAN(PHI(J)) **2/(RAD_RE)+HL

IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
vERT=_0.SDO*pg*R {þx@TAN(pHI(Ð))**?/ßAD_RE)+Z(1 )

END IF
rF(vERr.Gr.HU) GO rO 30

END IF
c

IF(rSG.EQ.-1) THEN
vERT=_O.5D0*¡g*R,{þ* @TAN(PHI(J))* *2/(RAD_RE)+HU

IF(J.EQ.1) THEN
vERT=_0.5D0*RE*RAD*(DTAN(PHI(Ð)* *2/ßAD_RE)+Z( 1 )

END IF
IF(VERT.LE.HL) GO TO 50

END IF
END IF

rF(RELEV.GE.HU)CO TO 30
tr(RELEV.LE.HL)GO TO s0

KK=KK+1
>DIJM(KK)=XDUM(KK- I )+DX
RDUM(KK)=RELEV

900 FORMAT(lX,'X =',F12.2,' RELEV =',F14.4)
rF(XDUM(KK).GT.)ß4AX) GO TO 10
NPTS(K)=NPTS(K)+1
X=X+DX

2OO CONTINUE
ENDOFI.LOOP I

30 CONTINUE
C START.UP:

IF(J.EQ.1) CO TO 31
rF(PHr(J).GE.0.0) GO TO 32

c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c
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c
c

c
c
c

C REENTRYCASE-EQ,11:
XOR=2.*RE*RJAN*DTAN(PHI(Ð)/(RE-RAD)
GO rO 33

c
3l HIFZ(I)

NORMAL CASE, I,JPV/ARD RAY - EQ.8:
32 ROOT 1 =DS QRT(DTAN(PHI(Ð)'*DTAN(PHI(Ð)+2. * Gru-HL)'È(R/{D-RE)
+/ßExRAD)
xOR=(RE*RAD/(RAD-RE)*(-DTAN(PHI(Ð)+ROOT1)

c
33 PHI(J+ 1 )=DATAN(-XOR/RAD+DTAN(PHI(Ð))-DATAN(-XOR/RE)

SLOPE=3437.75*PHI(J+1)
LU=LU+1
LDEC=LDEC+1
XINTT=X-XOR
ZST=ZP(LDEC)
GO TO 209

END OFJ-LOOP, THIS BRANCH

50 CONTINTJE
rF(RELEV.LE.0.0) GO TO 10

C START-UP:
rF(i.EQ.1) GO TO sl
IF(PHr(J).LT.0.0) GO TO 52

c
C REENTRY CASE - EQ,9:

xOR=2. *'RE*!RAD*DTAN(PHI(J)yßE-RAD)
GO TO 53

c
51HU=z(l)

c
C NORMALCASE,DOWNWARDRAY.EQ.IO:

52 ROOT2=DSQRr(DrAN@HI(Ð) *DTAN(PHI(Ð)-2.*GIU-HL)*Gr{D-RE)
+/(RE*RAD)
xoR=(RE*RAD/ßAD-RE) *(-DrANeHr(Ð)-ROOT2)

53 PHr(J+1 )=DATAN(-XOR/RAD+DrAN(PHI(Ð))-DATAN(-XOR/RE)
SLOPE=3437.75*PHI(J+l)
LU=LU-1
LDEC=LDEC-1
XINTT=X-XOR
zßT=zP(Lv)

209 CONTINUE
210 CONTINI]E

wRrrE(4,111)
I 11 FORMAT(1X,'PROBLEM *** INTERSEC W. LAYER BDRY NOT ACHIEVED'/)

STOP

END OFJ-LOOP *
:* {. 

'k 
* * * {. r(*,1.* * t * * ** * * * '* ¡1. * r<* C.* r.* i(

lOCONTINUE

c
c
c
c

c
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C PRINTEVERYNTHPOINT; N=IPRT
c

KPRT=1 +(NPTS(K)- I )/IPRT
IPTS(K)=(pp1

C THIS IS THE NUMBER OF DATA PTS TO BE PLOTTED FOR K'TH RAY
IF(KPRT.LT.2)GO TO 604

DO600 L=2,KPRT
MPRT=1+(L-1)*IPRT
)ff(L,K)=)OUM(MPRÐ
RV(L,K)=RDUM(MPRÐ

600 CONTINUE
c

604 CONTINIJE
c

3OO CONTINUE
c
C END OFK-LOOP: KTHRAYNOWCOMPLETE
c

5OO CONTINIJE
c
c
c
c ,.*x** TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS *,ß***
c
c
c
c

NTC=0
770 CONTINUE

NTC=NTC+1
c
c
C DISTANCE FOR WHICH TC IS REQI.JIRED G,T IGf)
c WRITE(*,*,)'DTSTANCE FOR WHrCH TC rS REQUTRED (rN KM) : '

c READ(*,*)DIST
C DIST=l0

XIPRT=IPRT
MTC(NTC)=DIST/@U*XIPRÐ+ 1.5
MN=MTC(NIC)
TCDIST=DU*FLOAT((MN- 1 )*IPRÐ
DO708 K=1,LIM
APELEV(NTC,K)=Z( 1 )+ 1 000. *TCDIST*TAN(PHIR(K))
IF(IPTS(K) .LT. MTC(NTC)) THEN
DRv=Rv(IPrS (K),K)-RV(IPrS (K)- 1,K)
rF(DRV.LT.0.0) THEN
RV(MN,K)=0.0

END IF
IF(DRV.GT. O.O) TTIEN
XINT=1000.*DU*XIPRT
DZO=( 1 000. *TCDIST-XV(IPTS (K),K))*DRVTilNT

IF
END IF

708 CONTINI]E
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c
c
C
c
c

TC OUTPUT FOR MAPPLOT

tr(TFLAG .EQ. 0) GO rO 705
WRITE(ó,*)'MAPPLOT OUTPITT FOR 

"TCDIST,' 
KM'

WRITE(6,*)LIM
wRrTE(6,7 1 0)(RV(MN,K),APELEV(NrC,K),DZOBJ(K),K= I,LIM)

710 FORMAT(3F9.3)
c
c
c
705 CONTINI.JE
706 CONTINUE
715 CONTINI.JE

c
c
C CALCULATE TTTE SQUARE ERROR
c
c

F=0.0
DO950 I=1,LIM

F=F+(DZOB J(I)-RV(MN,I))'t't2
950 CONTINUE
1000 NFE=NFE+I
C WRITE(*,*)'NUMBEROFFUNCTIONEVALUATION=',NFE
C WRITE(*,*)'SQUARE ERROR =',F

RETURN
END

SI,'BROUTINE DENS

CALCULATION OF DENSITY AT æ,TP DATA POINTS
ZP IN METERS, TP IN DEGREES C.
MODIFICATION OFAPR.82

coMMoN MM,N,RVMAX,æ(50),TP(s0),DR(so)
COMMON /IDATAZONE,DU,IPRTXMAX,RVMAX,NPHI,PHINTT(25),N,
*zp(50),DrsT,PERrOD,TP(50),MM,DR(50),rFLAG
DATA G,BETA,PNULL/g.8 1,3.48E-03, 1.013793 1E05/
TINT=0.
DO200 J=l,N
PWR=-G*BETA*TINT
DR(Ð=(BETA*PNULL/(TP(I)+273.))*EXP(PWR)
rF(J.GE.r.Ð GO TO 30
ALPH,i{=(TP(J+ I ).TP(J))/(zP(J+ I )-æ(Ð)
rF(ALPHA.EQ.0.0) GO rO 10
DTINT=ALOG( 1.+ALPHA* (zP(J+ 1 )-ZP(J))/CP1¡+223.))/ALPHA
GO TO 20

10 DTINT=(æ(J+l )-ZP(Ð)/GP(I)+27 3.)
20 TINT=TINT+DTINT

c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c

to2



c
C
c

2OO CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE RADruS @U,LDEC,RAD)C USES AVER.A,GE LAYER PROPERTIES CTEMP, DENSITY)
C TO RETURN RAY RADruS IN METERS

DOUBLE PRECISION RAD
c coMMoN MM,N,RVMAX,ZP(50),rP(50),DR(50)

COMMON ÄDATAZONE,DU,IPRTXMAX,RVMAX,MHI,PHINIT(2s),N,
*zP(50),DrST,PERrOD,TP(50),MM,DR(50),rFLAG
DATA G,BETA,EPS/9.8 1,3.48E-03,0.000226/
DRj{V=(DR(LU) +DR(LDEC))p.
ER=EPS*DRAV
TAVK=GP(LU)+TP(LDEC))/2. +273.
DrDZ=GP(LU) -TP(LDEC))/(ZP(LU) -ZP(LDEC)
CU|RV=(DTDZ+G*BETA)*'ER/(( 1.+ER)*TAVK)
RAD=1./CURV
RETURN
END

S IJBROUTINE LOC(Z,I.JBDRY,LBDRY,LU,LDEC)
C THIS SR LOCATES Z WTI}IIN TFIE ZP,TP TABLE
C GTVES LAYER BOI,JNDARIES ABOVE & BEI.OW Z

DOUBLE PRECISION Z
REALLBDRY

c coMMoNMM,N,RVMAX,ZP(50),rP(50),DR(50)
COMMON /IDATAUONE,DU,IPRTXMAX,RVMAX,MHI,PHINTT(2s),N,
*zP(50),DrsT,PERrOD,TP(50),MM,DR(50),rFLAG
DOl0 L=2,N
ß(Z.LE.ZP(L)) GO TO 20

lOCONTINUE
20LU=L

LDEC=L-1
UBDRY=ZP(LU)
LBDRY=ZP(LDEC)
RETURN
END

//co.Fm1F001 DD *
++EMBED JM3Om NOSEQ
//GO.Fm3F001 DD *
{+EMBED JM3 NOSEQ
//GO.SYSIN DD *

c
c
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Input Data to "fnversion of Mirage Data" Program

Profile "JM3"

: Observer elevation (m)
: Parabolic ray arc step size in xdirection (Km)
: Interval between data points of light ray to be saved (I(m)
: Maximurn limit of ray in x-direction (m)
: Mðdmun limit of ray in z-direction (m)
: Number of ray to be taced (maximum 25)
: Initial ray angle (minute)

: Number of elevation data point to be calculated for tempeßtr¡re
: Elevation data point value

: The distance between observer and object at which TC is found (Km)
: Period of Fourier series (m)

4.0
1.0

I
25000.0
s0.0

20
_)
-1.
0.
1.
)
J.
4.
5.
6.
1

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

15
0.
{
10.
11.
t2.
13.
14.
17.
20.
24.
26
30.
34.
39.
45.

20.0
45.0

to4



I
10
0.3844
-0.2247
0.0729
-0.0087
0.0001
0.0941
-0.0482
0.0335
0.0001
0.0000

20
3.6s
8.70
11.86
13.33
12.85
12.02
12.70
8.75
7.33
6.40
6.20
6.96
8.37
26.02
41,89
52.53
6r.26
68.70
76.17
83. 15

2.0
1.0

I
25000.0
50.0

20
-3.
-,,
-1.
0.
1.
2.

Profile "JM3OPTI"

: Print control parameter (Gno print ouq l-limited; 2-full)
: Number of Fourie¡ series coefficients used to represent temperature
: Starting Fourier series coefficient a¡
:41
iaz
:43
:44
:bl
:b¿
:b¡
:b¿
: Constant C in Fourier series temperature expression
: Number of data point in given TC
: ãobjective) (m) of given TC
(note: Z(apparent) of corresponding point is found by given initial

ray angles)

Profile "8G1"

: Observer elevation (m)
: Parabolic ray arc sæp size in x-direction (Km)
: Interval between daø poins of light ray to be saved (Km)
: Maximum limit of ray in x-direction (m)
: Marimun limit of ray in z-direction (m)
: Number of ray to be aaced (maximum 25)
: Initial ray angle (minute)

::
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J.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
t2.
13.
14.
15.
16.

19
0.
2.24
4.88
7.42
9.96
12.3s
14.93
t7.37
19.96
22.44
24.18
27.01
29.9s
34.97
46.06
57.3r
ó9.80
79.80
89.71

20.0
50.0

1

9
0.3983
-0.2474
0.0601

-0.0862
0.0001
-0.0546
0.0288
0.0303
0.0001
20

: Number of elevation data point o be calculated for temp€rature
: Elevation data point value

: The distance between observer and object at which TC is found (Km)
: Period of Fourier series (m)

Profile "BGIOPïI"

: Print conrol parameter (Gno print ouÇ lJimi6{; 2-¡¡11¡
: Number of Fourier series coefficients used to represent temperafure
: Starting Fourier series coeffrcient a¡
:at
ia2
:43
:44
:bl
:bz
:bs
:b¿
: Number of data point in given TC

r06



0.00
12.96
1ó.10
18. 15
19.53
20.30
20.28
20.43
17.69
15.92
12.77
1 1.07
17.51
30.78
39.68
47.73
55.45
62.82
69.95
76.98

: Zobjective) (m) of given TC
(note: Z(apparent) of corresponding point is found by given initial
ray angles) 

,,
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